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Executive Summary
Current brand Image of Thailand perceived by business travelers, MICE visitors, and MICE professionals in this
study reveals that value for money, attractive destination, accessibility, accommodation, friendliness of local people, and
attractiveness of the destination are competitive factors for Thailand. Nevertheless, safety, security, political stability, and
venues/facilities, economics, and IT & Telecom are factors that could be further developed. To improve top of mind
rankings and brand image, efforts should be on promoting and enhancing Thailand’s unique strengths that are relevant to the
target audience while improving on low ranking factors.
Our recommendation is drawn on the analysis of insights gathered from interviews with industry leaders/experts,
questionnaire completed by business travelers and MICE visitors, literature review, trends, and publications from leading
associations in MICE industry (ICCA and UFI).
Recommendation 1:
Improve on current weaknesses (Venues & Facilities ,Destination, Professionalism)
1) Venues & facilities: Venues & facilities are ranked 5th place in this study. Sub-factors evaluated are quality and
condition of the facilities (ranked 5), food and beverage (ranked 5), and availability of facilities such as adequate
selections, sizes, and technology offered (ranked 6). Offer something spectacular; a certain attractiveness that creates
a “wow” reaction should be available. Such as different meeting facilities in design, architecture, or location. All
experts agree that MICE venues are vital in order to provide sound infrastructure for MICE industry. They must be
easily accessible, modern in terms of all necessary equipment for meetings, and need be able to facilitate different
kinds of capacities.
1.1

Add more venues or expand current ones to resolve the issues of inadequate facilities and limited options.

1.2

Offer more variety of foods and beverages especially clean and healthy options, authentic cuisines, and
customizable dishes.

1.3

Offer more flexible meeting spaces and shorter booking time. Currently, flexibility is the most important
venue element when evaluating meeting space. Rooms need to be able to instantaneously reconfigure for
different needs and purposes. This is becoming more common as more and more meetings now have
breakout sessions.

1.4

Encourage engagement, social interaction, fun, and relaxation
Provide more socializing spaces, according to ICCA’s study, socializing is seen as relationship-building,
and for meetings, conference venues encourage relaxed socializing by providing multi-use spaces for
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-

attendees to gather together. It turns out that attendees actually do talk business in these welcoming
environments. Flow and layout of space are also important. Minimize dead-ends and corridors that lead
nowhere. The traditional MICE space is being replaced by an innovative approach where huge outdoor
meeting spaces, smaller cosy nooks for limited gatherings and different kinds of seating are being
requested. The focus is on creating conducive settings

-

There’s a growing trend in MICE industry toward integrating wellness such as yoga room, state-of-the art
fitness facilities, meditation room into meeting facilities. Further studies could be conducted on what type
of wellness outlets should be offered.

1.5

Incorporate more technology
-

Provide enough bandwidth to accommodate increasing delegates’ technological needs. Attendees are
uploading more pictures, loading more videos, and video conferencing which require a large amount of
bandwidth.

-

Utilize Beacons and Bluetooth low Energy driven apps to help attendees navigate the Venue floors, find
booths, and other important locations in a venue.

-

Censors and data analytic capability to collect physical experiences during live events and
presentations, and social media and analyze the inputs, and make adjustments in real time. This
technology enable measurement of attendee sentiment, engagement and emotion thus allowing
planners, exhibitors, and organizers to make immediate improvements.

-

According to IACC (International Association of Conference Centers) demand for interactive technology
for MICE is increasing rapidly. VR(virtual reality) AR(augmented reality). For examples, holograms on
stage can be used to showcase speakers who interact in real time with meeting attendees from a remote
location. Or VR stations for attendees to demo and experience products and services.

2) Destination
2.1

Safety & Security is ranked 7th , the lowest among all the factors evaluated. Interviews with industry
experts cite bombing, crimes, and dishonesty of certain groups of people such as Tuk tuk and Taxi
drivers and as their main concerns. In addition to last year recommendation on promoting ICCA’s
recognized Global Hotel Security Standard, which Thailand already has – perhaps 1st in Southeast Asia,
more emphasize should be put on promoting statistical data (such as Bloomberg’s Misery Index which
ranks Thailand as the least misery place in the world) with regards to safety records compared to other
leading MICE destinations. Use testimonials by well-known public figures/celebrities to share their
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experience in Thailand. Enforce more stringent laws and punishment for crimes and violations against
foreign visitors.
-

Use testimonials by internationally well-known public figures/celebrities to share their experience in
Thailand.

-

Enforce more stringent laws and punishment for crimes and violations against foreign visitors. Actively,
communicate what have been done to increase safety and security for travelers and visitors. (such as
recently published data on happiness)
Seoul is a good example of a MICE destination that is trying to build an image of a safe
destination. It just recovered from MERS outbreak last year. As an effort to promote safety and
security, Seoul established a 24 Hour MICE Help Desk that allows event organizers, planners,
participants, to have assess for emergencies via phone email, or online message board. These new
channels ensure a response is made within 24 hours and provides the assurance that help is
available every step of the way to ensure a successful event and a safe stay.

2.2

Political Stability – Interviews reveal there’s a gap between perception and reality. Travelers/visitors
mentioned that current political status does not affect them at all. Communication should be address
toward this issues and close the perception gap.

2.3

Environmental Awareness– Adopt the GDS Index to demonstrate Thailand’s commitment to
sustainability. The GDS-Index, a joint project from MCI, IMEX, and ICCA, is a collaborative platform that
aims to promote the sustainable growth of international meeting destinations, highlighting best practices
and responsible business tourism. The Index assessment focuses on four main areas
-

Environment performance: The action plans and infrastructure in place to minimize the destination’s
impact on the planet

-

Social performance: a destination’s human-rights and ethnics commitments and performance

-

Supplier performance: sustainability commitments, plans, and actions of key suppliers such as hotels,
caterers, and agencies, looking at the percentage of suppliers with sustainability policy and certification

-

Convention burea performance: the destination’s sustainability-management process, the extent of
support destination management organizations provide for clients around sustainability and the
capability-building initiatives implemented to promote sustainability in the local MICE
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3) Professionalism
3.1

Continue to develop trainings to help ensure that MICE professionals and key locals are more proficient
in English, updated in industry knowledge, efficient in providing services and solutions for foreign
visitors.

Recommendation 2:
Improve and communicate on unique strengths that enhance competitive advantage
1) Destination
1.1

Value for money is an important factor when deciding on a destination. Thailand ranking has shifted from
3rd to 4th.
-

Provide more incentives, grants, and financial supports to selected group of organizers/events that can
help boost Thailand’s image as a global destination.

-

Form partnership among MICE suppliers and relevant organizations such as hotels, food & beverage
outlets, credit card company, shopping outlets, TCEB, TAT, etc to innovate attractive packages and use
as “Loss leader” pricing strategy (a pricing strategy where a product is sold at a price below or at cost to
stimulate other sales of more profitable goods or services)

1.2

Cultural Offer - Thailand is rich and unique in cultural offer; however, there are growing concerns among
experts in MICE and tourist industry that Thailand is becoming more westernized and losing its cultural
uniqueness. Therefore, government and private sectors should jointly offer programs to preserve and
promote cultural attractions as cultural offer is a key differentiate factor.
-

-

Integrate more local experiences through cultural attractions and destinations within Thailand. People
are looking to maximize their time during their stay: want to taste new flavors, experience new things,
and mingle with the locals especially young travelers/visitors. For example, some organizers
strategically plan their programs, so that travelers/visitors get to experience BTS(chartered ), tuk tuk,
long tail boat, and city tour all in one day.
Encourage more events to be held in unique and culturally rich venues that allow visitors/travelers to
immerse themselves and experience local culture while participating and learning.
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1.3

Attractiveness - Propose more multi-destination programs pre or post events/meetings (more suitable for
long-haul clients, especially incentive group that does not repeat destinations often). For example,
Phuket, Samui, Chiangmai, Pattaya, Krabi and newer exotic destinations. Establish a contact center to
help organizers arrange itinerary and simplify booking process.

Recommendation 3:
Encourage loyalty and word of mouth
1) Paid advertisements are losing their effectiveness to PRs and world of mouth. TCEB should expand on
using relationship building to create world of mouth as a way to increase top of mind ranking
-

Leverage social media and online platform for travelers/visitors to share their positive experiences by
uploading pictures, videos, and comments.

-

Review and rating sites. Review and rating sites have become a crucial influencer in decision making for
travelers/visitors. Partner with credible and well-known review and rating sites such as TripAdvisor,
Agoda, Booking and others to update interesting news and information. Monitor review sentiment and
rating look for negative comments and take immediate corrective actions.

-

Establish loyalty program for MICE visitors, planners, and organizers to entice them to stay loyal to
Thailand. Members of the programs are given special privileges and discounts for all MICE related
expenses during their stay. Implement loyalty program app supported by CRM to regularly update news,
trends, and special offer.

-

Increase the number of meetings and frequency of communication with meeting planners and organizers
(DMCs, PCOs, and PEOs), so they are regularly updated on trends and new developments in Thailand.
Be more proactive in randomly giving privileges and deals that to surprise them.
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Introduction
Meetings, incentives, conventions, and exhibitions or MICE industry is a service that has brought quality MICE
tourists to Thailand and generated a lot of income to the country. In 2015, the total of 1,095,995 MICE tourists came to
Thailand, bringing the income of 95,875 million baht to the country.
The Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau (TCEB) has the main mission to promote the image of Thailand
as the major MICE destination so that organisers, participants, and business travelers perceive Thailand as the center
of international meetings, incentives, conventions, and exhibitions. Therefore, TCEB considers that it would be
beneficial to survey the opinions of the target group on Thailand’s being the top of mind and its potentials as the main
MICE destination in Asia.

Rationale
The objectives of the study are as follows:
1.1 To measure Thailand & key competitors’ Top of Mind rankings for Mice destinations in Asia from the point
of view of MICE Organizers (DMC, PCO, PEO), MICE Visitors, and Business Travelers.
1.2 To investigate the factors to be used as the data to upgrade Thailand to become the leader or center of
Asia for organizing MICE events or operating businesses in MICE industry.
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Research Methodology
1| Population
The population in this research consists of 4 groups as follows:
1. Businesses in MICE industry and MICE organisers from other countries:
- Meetings/Incentives: Destination Management Companies (DMC), incentive houses that have experience in
organising international organisation meetings or incentive travel in Thailand in the past 2 years
- Conventions: Professional convention organiser (PCO), international associations that have experience in
organising international professional conventions in Thailand in the past 2 years
- Exhibitions: Professional exhibition organiser (PEO), trade associations that have experience in organising
international exhibitions in Thailand in the past 2 years
2. Business Travelers: foreign business travelers who came to Thailand for a business purpose other than that in MICE
industry in the past 2 years
3. MICE Visitors:
- Meetings/Incentives: Corporate decision makers and delegates who have participated in international
organisation meetings or incentive travel in Thailand in the past 2 year
- Conventions: Convention delegates who have participated in an international professional conventions in
Thailand in the past 2 years
- Exhibitions: Exhibitors and tradeshow visitors who have participated in international exhibitions in Thailand or
other countries in the past 2 years
4. Others: People who operate business related to MICE industry

2| Data collection
Data collection is categorized by the population groups as follows:
1. There are 19 businesses in MICE industry and MICE organisers from foreign countries in total. Data was collected
by using a face-to-face and phone call survey. The data was collected from July to August. Businesses in MICE
industry and MICE organisers are divided into 6 groups as follows:
- Meetings/Incentives: Destination Management Companies (DMC), incentive houses that have experience in
organising international meeting or incentive travel in Thailand in the past 2 years (3 people in total)
- Conventions: Professional convention organiser (PCO), international associations that have experience in
organising professional convention in Thailand in the past 2 years (3 people in total)
- Exhibitions: Professional exhibition organiser (PEO), trade associations that have experience in organising
exhibitions in Thailand in the past 2 years (4 people in total)
- MICE Visitors: Foreign travelers who came to Thailand and other AEC countries for participate in MICE
event in the past 2 years ( 4 people in total)
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- Business Travelers: Foreign business travelers who visited Thailand and other AEC countries for a business
purpose other than that in MICE industry in the past 2 years ( 2 people in total)
- Others: People who operate business related to MICE industry (3 people in total)
2. Business travelers: Data collected from GMI online database from July to August 2016 (409 people in total)
3. Foreigners who have visited MICE events: Data collected from August 2016 (663 people in total)
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1. Generation of informants
1.1|Business Traveler (N = 409)
1.1.1 General information of informants – Gender (N=409)
No.
Gender
Persons Percent
1
Male
221
54%
2
Female
188
46%
According to the data, most informants are male (54%), and female (46%), respectively.
1.1.2 General information of informants – Gender (N=409)
No.
Age
Persons Percent
1
18-22
13
3%
2
23-29
86
21%
3
30-40
172
42%
4
41-50
78
19%
5
51-60
53
13%
6
Over 60
7
1.7%
According to the data, most informants are 30-40 years old (42%), followed by 23-29 (21%), 41-50 (19%), 5160 (13%), 18-22 (3%), and over 60 (1.7%).
1.1.3 General information of informants – Work location (N=409)
No.
Work location
Persons
Percent
1
Asia
262
64%
2
North America
53
13%
3
Australia/
45
11%
New Zealand
4
Europe
45
11%
5
Africa
4
1%
According to the data, most informants work in Asia (64%), followed by North America (13%), Australia/New
Zealand (11%), Europe (11%), and Africa 1%).
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1.1.4 General information of informants – Work position (N=409)
No.
Work position
Persons Percent
1
Top executives
141
27%
2
Medium level
109
31%
executives
3
Managers
97
31%
4
Operational level
52
10%
5
Others
4
1%
According to the data, most informants work at the position of medium level executives and managers
(31%),each), followed by top executives (27%), operational level (10%), and others (1%).
1.1.5 General information of informants – Type of business (N=409)
No.
Type of business
Persons
Percent
1
IT and computer
90
22%
2
Manufacturing
74
18%
3
Retail
37
9%
4
Finance and banking
29
7%
5
Design and construction
25
6%
6
Beauty
16
4%
7
Legal service
12
3%
8
Tourism and accommodation
12
3%
9
Audit and accounting
8
2%
10
Entertainment, advertising, and media
8
2%
11
Marketing and research
8
2%
12
Restaurant
8
2%
13
Insurance
25
6%
14
Real estate
4
1%
15
Department store
4
1%
16
Others
49
12%
According to the data, most informants work in IT and computer business (22%), followed by manufacturing
(18%), retail (9%), finance and banking (7%), design and construction (6%), insurance (6%), and others (12%).
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1.1.6 General information of informants – Recently visited countries (N=409)
No.
Recently visited countries
Persons
Percent
1
China
131
32%
2
Hong Kong
70
17%
3
Singapore
65
16%
4
Japan
61
15%
5
India
45
11%
6
Other countries
37
9%
According to the data, most informants have recently visited China (32%), followed by Hong Kong (17%),
Singapore (16%), Japan (15%), India (11%), and other countries (9%).
1.1.7 General information of informants – Understanding in MICE business (N=409)
Level of
No.
understanding
Persons
Percent
1
High
278
68%
2
Medium
131
32%
According to the data, most informants understand MICE business at high level (68%), and medium level
(32%). (Undestanding in MICE business is measured by the question “Have you heard about MICE business?”. If the
informants choose choice 1 “Yes, MICE business involves facilitation or organization of meetings, incentives,
conventions, and exhibitions”, they are regarded as understanding MICE business at high level. If the informants
choose choice 2 “Yes, MICE business involves seminars, meetings, conventions, and exhibitions”, they are regarded
as understanding MICE business at medium level.
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1.2|MICE Visitors (N = 663)
1.2.1 General information of informants – Gender (N=663)
No.
Gender
Persons
Percent
1
Male
385
58%
2
Female
278
42%
According to the data, most informants are male (58%), and female (42%).
1.2.2 General information of informants – Age (N=663)
No.
Age
Persons
Percent
1
18-22
13
2%
2
23-29
99
15%
3
30-40
292
44%
4
41-50
212
32%
5
51-60
40
6%
6
Over 60
2
0.3%
According to the data, most informants are 30-40 years old (44%), followed by 41-50 (32%), 23-29 (15%), 5160 (6%), 18-22 (2%), and over 60 (0.3%).
1.2.3 General information of informants – Work location (N=663)
No.
Work location
Persons
Percent
1
Asia
557
84%
2
North America
46
7%
3
Australia/New Zealand
40
6%
4
Europe
13
2%
According to the data, most informants work in Asia (84%), followed by North America (7%), Australia/New
Zealand (6%), and Europe (2%).
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1.2.4 General information of informants– Work position (N=663)
No.
Work position
Persons
Percent
1
Top executives
66
10%
2
Medium level
24%
executives
159
3
Managers
318
48%
4
Operational level
100
15%
5
Others
20
3%
According to the data, most informants work at the position of managers (48%), followed by medium level
execuives (24%), operational level (15%), top executives (10%), and others (3%).

1.2.5 General information of informants – Type of MICE events most frequently participated (N=663)
Type of MICE events most frequently
No.
participated
Persons Percent
1
Exhibitions
338
51%
2
Meetings
152
23%
3
Incentives
113
17%
4
Conventions
60
9%
According to the data, most informants have participated in exhibitions (51%), followed by meetings (23%),
incentives (17%), and conventions (9%).
1.2.6 General information of informants – Countries visited in the past 2 years (N=663)
No.
Countries visited in the past 2 years
Persons Percent
1
Japan
179
27%
2
Hong Kong
86
13%
3
Singapore
86
13%
4
Malaysia
80
12%
5
China
80
12%
6
Other countries
152
23%
According to the data, in the past 2 years, most informants visited Japan (27%), followed by Hong Kong
(13%), Singapore (13%), Malaysia (12%), China (12%), and other countries (23%).
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2. Comparison of Thailand’s results between 2015 and 2016
2.1|Business travelers (N = 409)
2.1.1 Speaking of the attribute of..., what rank is Thailand?

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, it was found that in 2016, most people also think of Thailand as rank 1 in term of price
competitiveness/value for money and rank 5 in term of accessibility, facilities, destination, and Accommodation like last
year. However, in terms of professionalism, infrastructure, and economic, Thailand is rank 7 and 8 in 2016 but rank 3
and 5 in 2015.
When considering each attribute
Facilities, Accommodation, Accessibility, Destination

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.
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By comparing Thailand’s results of 2015 and 2016, considering facilities, Accommodation, accessibility, and
destination, most people still think of Thailand as rank 5 in every attribute of Accommodation and rank 3 in accessibility
e.g. travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country like last year. In other aspects, most people rate
Thailand lower than the previous year in every attribute, especially destination e.g. safety and security within the
destination in which Thailand is rank 9 in 2016 compared to rank 5 in 2015, and attractiveness of the destination in
which Thailand is rank 5 in 2016 compared to rank 2 in 2015.
When considering each attribute
Price competitiveness/Value for money, Economic, Professionalism, Infrastructure

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

By comparing Thailand’s results of 2015 and 2016, considering price competitiveness/value for money,
economic, professionalism, and infrastructure, most people still think of Thailand as rank 1 in every attribute of price
competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of lodging, food, beverage like last year. They rate Thailand as rank 2 in
term of cost of traveling to destination compared to rank 1 last year. In other aspects, most people rate Thailand lower
than the previous year in every attribute, especially economic e.g. GDP & trade volume and market potential &
business opportunities in which Thailand is rank 9 and 8 in 2016 compared to rank 5 and 2 in 2015. In term of people
involved in MICE industry and local people in general (e.g. hotel staffs, immigration officials etc.), Thailand is rank 9
and 6 in 2016 compared to rank 2 and 3 in 2015. In term of infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road networks
and IT & telecom networks, Thailand is rank 9 and 7 in 2016 compared to rank 5 in both attributes in 2015.
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2.2|MICE Visitors (N = 663)
2.2.1 Speaking of the attribute of..., what rank is Thailand?

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

By comparing Thailand’s results of 2015 and 2016, Thailand is rank 1-3 in 2016 compared to 3-4 in 2015.
In 2016, most people rate Thailand as rank 1 in terms of accommodation e.g. accessibility, economic, and
destionation, rank 2 in terms of infrastructureand professionalism, rank 3 in terms of price competitiveness/value for
money. However, in term of facilities, Thailand is rank 6 in 2016 compared to rank 4 in 2015.
When considering each attribute
Facilities, Accommodation, Accessibility, Destination

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.
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By comparing Thailand’s results of 2015 and 2016, considering facilities, Accommodation, accessibility, and
destination, most people think of Thailand as rank 4 in every attribute in 2015, unlike in 2016 when they think of
Thailand as the top rank. To be specific, people think of Thailand as rank 1 in many factors such as accommodation in
every attribute; accessibility e.g. distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available, travel
formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country; destination e.g. friendliness of local residents and
communities; and facilities e.g. recreation & entertainment facilities.
When considering each attribute
Price competitiveness/Value for money, Economic, Professionalism, Infrastructure

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

By comparing Thailand’s results of 2015 and 2016, considering price competitiveness/value for money,
economic, professionalism, and infrastructure, most people think of Thailand as rank 3 and 4 in 2015 but rank 1-3 in
2016. To be specific, they think of Thailand as rank 1 in economic e.g. GDP & trade volume; professionalism e.g. local
people in general. However, regarding the factor of price competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to
destination, the results remain rank 4 in both 2015 and 2016.
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3. TOP OF MIND Questions
3.1|Business travelers and MICE Visitors (N = 1,072)
3.1.1 Speaking of a country with good business opportunity and the country suitable for organizing MICE events, what country is the top
of mind for most people?

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data on a country with good business opportunity and the country suitable for organizing
MICE events, most people think that Singapore is rank 1 (14%), followed by Hong Kong (13%), Thailand (12%), China
(11%), Malaysia and Korea (9%),each, India and Indonesia (7%),each, and Taiwan (6%). In 2016, Thailand is
regarded as rank 4 unlike in 2015 it was rank 3.
3.1.2 Speaking of…, what country is the top of mind?

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.
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According to the data, speaking of facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination, price
competitiveness/value for money, economic professionalism, and infrastructure, the informants think of Thailand as
rank 2-5, behind Hong Kong and Singapore with a small difference of 1-3%, and and different from rank 1 like
Singapore, Hong Kong, and China about 1-5%.
In term of facilities, Thailand is rank 5 with difference from Hong Kong which is rank 1 by 7%. In term of
accommodation and accessibility, Thailand is rank 2 behind Singapore which as higher percentage by only 1%. In
term of destination, professionalism, and infrastructure, Thailand is rank 4 behind Hong Kong and Japanwith very
close percentage and different from Singapore which is rank 1 by only 2-4%. By considering each attribute, it was
found that:
 Facilities: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (16%), followed by Japan (14%),
China (13%), Singapore (12%), Thailand and Korea (9%), India (8%), Indonesia and Malaysia and Taiwan
(4%).
 Accommodation: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (16%), followed by Thailand
(15%), Japan (13%), China Hong Kong (12%), China and Malaysia (9%), Korea (8%), Taiwan (7%), India and
Indonesia (6%).
 Accessibility: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (17%), followed by Thailand (16%),
Hong Kong (15%), Japan (14%), Korea and Malaysia (11%), China (10%), Taiwan and India (8%), and
Indonesia (7%).
 Destination: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (14%), followed by Japan (14%),
Hong Kong (13%), Thailand (12%), China (10%), Korea (9%), Malaysia (8%), India and Indonesia (7%), and
Taiwan (6%)
 Price competitiveness/value for money: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong and China as rank
1 (13% each), followed by Thailand (12%), Japan (11%), Singapore (10%), Malaysia and India (9%),
Indonesia and Korea (8%), and Taiwan (6%).
 Economic: By the overview, the informants think of China as rank 1 (16%), followed by Japan (15%),
Singapore and Hong Kong (14%), Thailand (12%), Korea and Malaysia (10%), India (9%), Indonesia (8%),
and Taiwan (7%)
 Professionalism: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (16%), followed by Hong Kong
Japan and Thailand (12% each), Malaysia (10%), China (9%), Korea (8%), India and Taiwan (7%), and
Indonesia (6%).
 infrastructure: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (16%), followed by Japan (14%),
Hong Kong (13%), Thailand (11%), Korea, China, and Malaysia (9%), Indonesia, Taiwan, and India (6%).
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When considering each attribute
Facilities, Accommodation, Accessibility

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when considering the factor of facilities, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 in
every attribute and think of China and Japan as rank 2 and 3. In term of accommodation and accessibility, the
informants think of Thailand and Singapore alternatively rank 1 and 2. By considering each attribute, it was found that:
Facilities
 Quality





and condition of the facility: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (18%),
followed by China and Japan (15%), Singapore (12%), Thailand and India (8%), Korea and Indonesia (7%),
Malaysia (6%), and Taiwan (3%).
Food and beverages: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (15%), followed by Japan
(14%), China (12%), Singapore (11%), Thailand (10%), Korea (9%), Indonesia and India (8%), Malaysia (7%),
and Taiwan (5%).
Availability of accomodation: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong and Japan as rank 1 (15%
each), followed by China (13%), Singapore (12%), Korea (10%), Thailand (8%), Indonesia and India (7%),
Malaysia (6%), and Taiwan (5%).
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Accommodation
 Availability



of accomodation: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (15%), followed by
Singapore (14%), Hong Kong (13%), Japan (12%), China (10%), Korea and Malaysia (8%), Taiwan (7%),
India and Indonesia (6%).
Quality and conditions of the accommodation: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as
rank 1 (17%), followed by Thailand (14%), Japan (13%), Hong Kong (12%), Malaysia (10%), Korea (9%),
Taiwan (8%), China (7%), Indonesia and India (5%).

Accessibility
 Distance/duration





of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available: By the overview, the informants
think of Singapore as rank 1 (15%), followed by Thailand (14%), Hong Kong (13%), Japan (12%), Malaysia
(10%), Korea (9%), China (8%), Taiwan and India (7%), and Indonesia (6%).
Travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country: By the overview, the informants think of
Thailand as rank 1 (14%), followed by Singapore (14%), Hong Kong (13%), Japan (12%), Korea (11%),
Malaysia (10%), China (8%), India, Indonesia, and Taiwan (6%).
Supports from the government: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (15%), followed
by Japan (13%), Thailand and Hong Kong (12%), China (10%), Korea and Malaysia (9%), Taiwan and India
(7%), and Indonesia (6%)

Destination

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.
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According to the data, when considering the factor of destination, by the overview, the informants think of
Singapore and Hong Kong as rank 1 and think of Thailand differently from rank 1-7. In term of safety and security
within the destination, Thailand has the percentage different from Hong Kong which is rank 1 by average of 12%). By
considering each attribute, it was found that:
Destination
 Safety and security within the destination: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1
(19%), followed by Japan and China (14%), Singapore (13%), India (8%), Korea and Thailand (7%), Malaysia
and Indonesia (6%), Taiwan (5%).
 Stability of the government: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (16%), followed by
Japan (15%), Hong Kong (12%), China (10%), Thailand and Korea (9%), Malaysia (8%), India and Taiwan
(7%), and Indonesia (6%).
 reputation of the destination for holding MICE business events: By the overview, the informants think of
Singapore and Hong Kong as rank 1 (14% each), followed by Japan (13%), Thailand (12%), China (11%),
Malaysia and Korea (8%), Indonesia and India (7%), and Taiwan (6%).
 Attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate: By the overview, the informants think of Japan
and Hong Kong as rank 1 (13% each), followed by Thailand and Singapore (12%), China (10%), Malaysia and
Korea (9%), Indonesia, India, and Taiwan (7%).
 Friendliness of local residents and communities: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1
(14%), followed by Singapore and Japan (13%), Hong Kong (12%), China (10%), Malaysia (9%), Korea (8%),
India and Indonesia (7%), and Taiwan (6%).
 Environmental awareness (green) : By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (16%),
followed by Japan (15%), Hong Kong (12%), Thailand (11%), Korea Malaysia and China (9%), Taiwan (7%),
Indonesia and India (6%).
 Recreation & entertainment facilities: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (15%),
followed by Thailand (14%), Japan and Singapore (12%), China (10%), Korea (9%), Malaysia (8%), Indonesia
and Taiwan (7%), and India (6%).
 Overall image of the country: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore and Japan as rank 1 (14%),
followed by Hong Kong (13%), Thailand (11%), China (10%), Korea (9%), Malaysia (8%), Taiwan (7%), and
Indonesia and India (6%).
 Effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore and
Thailand as rank 1 (14%), followed by Japan (13%), Hong Kong (12%), Korea China and Malaysia (9%),
Taiwan, Indonesia, and India (7%).
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Price competitiveness/value for money and Economic

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when condiering the factor of price competitiveness/value for money, by the overview,
the informants think of China as rank 1, think of Thailand as rank 1-5. The attribute that Thailand is considered as rank
1 is the total costs. By considering each attribute, it was found that:
Price competitiveness/value for money
 Cost of traveling to destination: By the overview, the informants think of China as rank 1 (16%), followed by
Hong Kong (15%), Thailand (12%), Japan (11%), Singapore, India, and Malaysia (9%), Indonesia (8%), Korea
(7%), and Taiwan (5%).
 Cost of lodging, food, beverage: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (14%), followed
by Thailand (12%), China and Japan (11%), Singapore (10%), Malaysia and Korea (9%), Indonesia and India
(8%), and Taiwan (6%).
 The total costs: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (13%), followed by Japan
Singapore and China (12%), Hong Kong (11%), Malaysia (10%), India, Korea, and Indonesia (8%), and
Taiwan (6%).
Economic
 GDP and trade volume: By the overview, the informants think of China as rank 1 (15%), followed by Japan
(14%), Singapore (13%), Hong Kong (12%), Thailand (11%), Korea (9%), Malaysia (8%), India (7%), and
Indonesia and Taiwan (6%)
 Market potential & business opportunities: By the overview, the informants think of China as rank 1 (13%),
followed by Hong Kong Japan and Singapore (12%), Thailand (10%), Malaysia and Korea (9%), India (8%),
Indonesia and Taiwan (7%)
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Professionalism and Infrastructure

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when condiering the factor of professionalism, by the overview, the informants think of
Singapore as rank 1 , followed by Thailand. The attribute that Thailand is rank 2 is local people in general, in which
Thailand is behind Singapore (rank 1) by only 1%. By considering each attribute, it was found that:
Professionalism
 People involved in MICE industry: By the overview, the informants think of Japan and Singapore as rank 1
(14%), followed by Hong Kong (13%), Thailand (11%), China and Malaysia (10%), Korea (9%), Indonesia and
India (7%), and Taiwan (6%).
 Local people in general: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (15%), followed by
Thailand (14%), Japan (12%), Hong Kong (11%), Malaysia (10%), China, Korea, and Taiwan India (7%), and
Indonesia (6%)
 Language skills: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (18%), followed by Singapore
(13%), Thailand (12%), Malaysia (11%), Japan (10%), China (9%), Korea (8%), India (7%), and Taiwan and
Indonesia 6%).
Infrastructure
 Mass transit system and road networks: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (16%),
followed by Japan (14%), Hong Kong (13%), Thailand (11%), Malaysia and China (9%), Korea (8%), Taiwan
(7%), and Indonesia and India (6%).
 IT & telecom networks: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (16%), followed by Japan
(14%), Hong Kong (13%), Korea and Thailand (10%), Malaysia and China (9%), Indonesia (7%), India and
Taiwan (6%).
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3.2|Business travelers (Business Traveler)(N = 409)
3.2.1 Speaking of good business opportunity and a country that has reputable convention and visitor bureau, what countries do most
people think of?

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, speaking of good business opportunity and availability of famous organizations
supporting MICE events, most informants think of Japan as rank 1 (16%), followed by Hong Kong (15%), Singapore
(14%), China (12%), Thailand (9%), India (9%), Korea (8%), Malaysia (7%), Indonesia (6%), and Taiwan (5%). In 2016,
Thailand is rank 5 compared to in 2015 as rank 3.
In order to choose a country to participate in MICE events, what is the most important factor?

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when considering the overview of each factor, most people regard facilities as rank 1
(19%), followed by destination (16%), accommodation (13%), economic (12%), price competitiveness/value for
money, accessibility and professionalism (11%), and infrastructure (8%).
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3.2.2 Speaking of ……., what country do most people think of?

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when considering the overview of each factor, most people think of Hong Kong and Japan
as rank 1 and Singapore as rank 2 whereas Thailand variedly from rank 1-8 behind China with close percentage,
except in economic in which most people think of China as rank 1. Compared to China, Thailand has the lower
percentage by 16%. In addition, the attribute that people think of Thailand as rank 1 is price competitiveness/value for
money. By considering each attribute, it was found that:







Facilities: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (19%), followed by Hong Kong (15%),
Singapore (13%), China (12%), Thailand and India (9%), Korea (8%), Indonesia (6%), Malaysia (5%), and
Taiwan (4%).
Accommodation: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (17%), followed by Singapore
and Japan (16%), China (11%), Thailand (10%), Korea, Malaysia, and India (7%), Indonesia (6%), and Taiwan
(4%).
Accessibility: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong and Singapore as rank 1 (16%), followed by
Japan (13%), Thailand and China (11%), Korea and India (8%), Malaysia (7%), Taiwan and Indonesia (5%).
Destination: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (18%), followed by Singapore (15%),
Hong Kong (14%), China (12%), Thailand, India, and Korea (8%), Malaysia and Indonesia (6%), and Taiwan
(4%).
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Price competitiveness/value for money: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (14%),
followed by Hong Kong (13%), Japan (12%), China and Singapore (11%), India (10%), Malaysia (8%),
Indonesia, Korea, and Taiwan (7%).
Economic: By the overview, the informants think of China as rank 1 (21%), followed by Japan (16%), Hong
Kong (15%), India (11%), Singapore (10%), Indonesia and Korea (7%), Thailand and Malaysia (5%), and
Taiwan (3%).
Professionalism: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (16%), followed by Singapore
and Japan (15%), China (12%), India (10%), Malaysia (8%), Thailand, Korea, and Indonesia (7%), and Taiwan
(4%).
Infrastructure: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (18%), followed by Hong Kong (16%),
Singapore (15%), China (12%), Korea (9%), India (8%), Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia (6%), and Taiwan
(5%).

When considering each attribute
Facilities, Accommodation, Accessibility

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when considering each attribute of each factor, including facilities, accommodation,
and accessibility, by the overview, the informants think of Japan, Hong Kong, and Singapore as the top three ranks. In
term of facilities, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 in every attribute and Thailand as rank 3-6 with close
percentage to the country before and after it, but different from rank 1 by average of 6% – 13%. By considering each
attribute, it was found that:
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Facilities
 Quality





and condition of the facility: By the overview, the informants think of Japan and Hong Kong as rank 1
(18%), followed by Singapore (15%), China (12%), Thailand (9%), India (8%), Korea (7%), Indonesia and
Malaysia (5%), and Taiwan (3%).
Food and beverages: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (17%), followed by Hong Kong
(14%), Singapore (12%), Thailand and China (11%), India (10%), Korea (8%), Indonesia (7%), Malaysia (6%),
and Taiwan (5%).
Availability of accomodation: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (20%), followed by
Hong Kong (14%), Singapore and China (13%), Korea (10%), Thailand and India (7%), Malaysia and
Indonesia (6%), and Taiwan (5%).

Accommodation
 Availability of accomodation: By



the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (17%),
followed by Singapore and Japan (15%), China (13%), Thailand (10%), India (8%), Korea (7%), Malaysia and
Indonesia (6%), and Taiwan (3%).
Quality and conditions of the accommodation: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as
rank 1 (17%), followed by Japan and Hong Kong (17%), China and Thailand (9%), Malaysia and Korea (8%),
India (6%), Indonesia (5%), and Taiwan (4%).

Accessibility
 Distance/duration





of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available : By the overview, the informants
think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (17%), followed by Singapore (15%), Japan (13%), China (11%), Thailand
(10%), Korea (9%), India (8%), Malaysia (7%), Indonesia (5%), and Taiwan (4%).
Travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country : By the overview, the informants think of Hong
Kong as rank 1 (16%), followed by Singapore (15%), Thailand and Japan (12%), China (11%), Korea and
India (9%), Malaysia (7%), Taiwan (5%), and Indonesia (4%).
Supports from the government: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (18%), followed
by Hong Kong and Japan (14%), Thailand (12%), China (10%), India and Korea (8%), Taiwan (7%), Malaysia
(6%), and Indonesia (5%).
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Destination

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when considering the factors of destination, by the overview, the informants think of
Japan, Hong Kong, and Singapore as the top three ranks, Thailandas rank 3-6 except in safety and security within the
destination and stability of the government in which the informants think of Thailand is rank 9 with the percentage
different from Japan which is rank 1 by about 14%. By considering each attribute, it was found that:
Destination
 Safety and security within the destination: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (19%),
followed by Hong Kong (18%), Singapore (16%), China (13%), India (8%), Korea (7%), Indonesia (6%),
Malaysia and Thailand (5%), and Taiwan 3%).
 Stability of the government: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (18%), followed by
Singapore (17%), China (14%), Hong Kong (13%), India (9%), Korea (8%), Indonesia and Malaysia (6%),
Thailand (5%), and Taiwan (4%).
 reputation of the destination for holding MICE business events : By the overview, the informants think of Hong
Kong as rank 1 (17%), followed by Japan (16%), Singapore (15%), China (13%), Thailand (9%), India (8%),
Korea and Indonesia (7%), Malaysia (6%), and Taiwan (3%).
 Attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate: By the overview, the informants think of Japan
as rank 1 (16%), followed by Hong Kong (13%), China and Singapore (12%), Thailand and India (10%), Korea
(8%), Malaysia and Indonesia (7%), and Taiwan (5%).
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Friendliness of local residents and communities: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1
(18%), followed by Singapore (14%), Hong Kong (12%), Thailand and China (10%), India (9%), Korea (8%),
Malaysia and Indonesia (7%) and Taiwan (5%).
Environmental awareness (green): By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (20%), followed
by Singapore (17%), Hong Kong (11%), Korea Thailand and China (9%), Malaysia (8%), India and Indonesia
(6%), and Taiwan (5%)
Recreation & entertainment facilities: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (18%),
followed by Japan (16%), Thailand and Singapore (12%), China (10%), Korea (8%), India (7%), Malaysia and
Indonesia (6%), and Taiwan (5%).
Overall image of the country: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (19%), followed by
Singapore (16%), Hong Kong (13%), China (10%), Korea and Thailand (9%), India (8%), Indonesia and
Malaysia (6%), and Taiwan (5%).
Effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank
1 (19%), followed by Singapore (16%), Hong Kong (13%), China (10%), Korea and Thailand (9%), India (8%),
Malaysia and Indonesia (6%), and Taiwan (5%).

Price competitiveness/Value for money / Economic

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when condiering the factor of price competitiveness/value for money, by the overview,
the informants think of Hong Kong and Thailand as rank 1 with close percentage to rank 2 like Thailand, Hong Kong,
and Japan. In term of economic, by the overview, the informants think of China as rank 1 and Japan and Hong Kong
as rank 2 and 3, while Thailand is rank 8 and 9 with the percentage different from China which is rank 1 by average
about 16%. By considering each attribute, it was found that:
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Price competitiveness/value for money
 Cost of traveling to destination: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong and Thailandas rank 1
(14%), followed by China (13%), India and Japan (11%), Singapore (10%), Malaysia, Indonesia, and Korea
(7%), and Taiwan (6%).
 Cost of lodging, food, beverage: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (14%), followed
by Hong Kong (13%), Japan (12%), China (11%), India and Singapore (10%), Indonesia and Malaysia (8%),
Korea (7%), and Taiwan (6%).
 The total costs: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (15%), followed by Japan (13%),
Singapore (12%), Hong Kong (11%), China (10%), India (9%), Malaysia (8%), Taiwan, Korea, and Indonesia
(7%).
Economic
 GDP and trade volume : By the overview, the informants think of China as rank 1 (23%), followed by Japan
(18%), Hong Kong (14%), Singapore and India (11%), Indonesia (7%), Korea (6%), Malaysia and Thailand
(4%), and Taiwan (2%).
 Market potential & business opportunities : By the overview, the informants think of China as rank 1 (19%),
followed by Hong Kong (15%), Japan (14%), India (12%), Singapore (10%), Indonesia (8%), Korea (7%),
Thailand (6%), Malaysia (5%), and Taiwan (4%).
Professionalism/ Infrastructure

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when condiering the factor of professionalism, the informants think of Japan as rank 1,
followed by Hong Kong as rank 2, except in term of language skills in which the informants think of Singapore as rank
1 and Thailand as rank 6, 7, and 9 with the percentage different from rank 1 like Japan and Singapore by 7% - 12%.
In term of infrastructure, by the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 and Thailand as rank 7 and 9 with the
percentage lower than Japan which is rank 1 by double or about 12%. By considering each attribute, it was found that:
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Professionalism
 People involved in MICE industry: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (18%), followed by
Hong Kong (16%), Singapore (13%), China (12%), India (9%), Korea (8%), Indonesia and Malaysia (7%),
Thailand (6%), and Taiwan (4%).
 Local people in general: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (16%), followed by Hong
Kong (15%), Singapore (14%), China (11%), India (10%), Thailand (9%), Indonesia (8%), Malaysia and Korea
(7%), and Taiwan (4%).
 Language skills: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore and Hong Kong as rank 1 (18%), followed
by China (12%), India (11%), Japan (10%), Malaysia (9%), Thailand (7%), Korea (6%), Indonesia (5%), and
Taiwan (4%).
Infrastructure
 Mass transit



system and road networks: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (19%),
followed by Hong Kong (17%), Singapore (14%), China (13%), Korea, India, Indonesia, and Malaysia (7%),
Thailand (6%), and Taiwan (5%).
IT & telecom networks: By the overview, the informants think of Japan as rank 1 (17%), followed by Singapore
(16%), Hong Kong (15%), China (11%), Korea (10%), India (9%), Thailand, Malaysia, and Taiwan (6%), and
Indonesia (4%).
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3.3|MICE Visitors (N = 663)
3.3.1 Speaking of the country suitable for ……… event, which country do most people think of?

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, speaking of suitability for organizing events, most informants think of Hong Kong and
Singapore as rank 1. Most people think of Thailand as rank 3 and 4, with percentage different from rank 1 and 2 by
average of 2%. However, the attribute of a country suitable for MICE events, Thailand is rank 6, behind Hong Kong
which is rank 1 by 6%. In term of a country suitable for international convention events, most informants think of
Thailand as rank 2 behind Singapore by 3%. By considering each attribute, it was found that:
 A country suitable for MICE events: : By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (15%), followed by
Japan, Singapore, and China (13%), Korea, Thailand, and Malaysia (9%), Indonesia (8%), India (7%), and
Taiwan (5%).
 A country suitable for international meeting events: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank
1 (14%), followed by Hong Kong and Thailand (12%), Japan (11%), Malaysia and Korea (10%), China (9%),
Indonesia (8%), Taiwan (7%), and India (6%).
 A country suitable for international incentive events: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as
rank 1 (13%), followed by Japan Hong Kong and Thailand (12%), Korea (11%), Malaysia (9%), China and
Indonesia (8%), Taiwan and India (7%)
 A country suitable for international convention events: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as
rank 1 (15%), followed by Thailand and Japan (12%), Hong Kong (11%), China, Malaysia, and Korea (10%),
Indonesia (8%), Taiwan (7%), and India (6%).
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 A country suitable for international exhibition events: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore and
Hong Kong as rank 1 (13%), followed by Japan and Thailand (12%), China and Korea (11%), Malaysia (9%),
Taiwan and Indonesia (7%), and India (6%)
 A country that has reputable convention and visitor bureau: By the overview, the informants think of Hong
Kong as rank 1 (14%), followed by Korea, Thailand, Singapore, and Malaysia (11%), Japan, Indonesia, and
China (9%), India and Taiwan (7%).
In the country that visitors come for MICE events, what do they think is the most important factor?

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when considering the factors by the overview, most people place the highest
importance on facilities as rank 1 (20%), followed by accommodation and accessibility (16%), price
competitiveness/value for money (13%), destination (12%), economic (11%), professionalism (9%), and infrastructure
(4%).
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3.3.2 Speaking of..., what country do most people think of?

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, speaking of facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination, and economic, by the
overview, the informants think of Thailandas rank 1, Singapore as rank 2, Japan as rank 3. In term of facilities, the
informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 and Thailand as rank 6, behind rank 1 by 7%. In term of Price
competitiveness/Value for money, the informants think of China as rank 1, followed by Hong Kong and Thailand with
close percentage. In term of professionalism and infrastructure, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1, followed
by Thailand with only 2-3% difference. By considering each attribute, it was found that:
 Facilities: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (16%), followed by China (14%),
Japan (12%), Singapore (11%), Korea, Thailand, and Indonesia (9%), Malaysia (8%), India (7%), and Taiwan
(4%).
 Accommodation: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (18%), followed by Singapore
(15%), Japan (11%), Malaysia, Hong Kong, and Taiwan (10%), Korea (9%), China (7%), and Indonesia and
India (5%).
 Accessibility: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (15%), followed by Singapore (14%),
Japan, Malaysia, and Hong Kong (11%), Korea (10%), China and Taiwan (8%), Indonesia (7%), and India
(6%).
 Destination: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand Singapore and Hong Kong as rank 1 (13%),
followed by Japan (11%), Malaysia and China (10%), Korea (9%), Taiwan (8%), Indonesia (7%), and India
(6%).
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 Price competitiveness/value for money: By the overview, the informants think of China and Hong Kong as rank
1 (14%), followed by Thailand and Japan (11%), Singapore and Malaysia (10%), Korea and Indonesia (9%),
India (8%), and Taiwan (5%).
 economic : By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (14%), followed by Singapore (13%),
Japan, Hong Kong, and Malaysia (11%), Korea (10%), China (9%), Taiwan (8%), Indonesia (7%), and India
(6%).
 professionalism: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (16%), followed by Thailand
(15%), Malaysia and Japan (11%), Hong Kong (10%), Korea and Taiwan (9%), China (7%), Indonesia (6%),
and India (5%).
 infrastructure: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (16%), followed by Thailand (13%),
Japan (12%), Hong Kong and Malaysia (11%), Korea (10%), China, Taiwan, and Indonesia (7%), and India
(5%).
When considering each attribute
Facilities, Accommodation, and accessibility

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when considering each attribute of facilities, by the overview, the informants think of
Hong Kong as rank 1, followed by China as rank 2, and think of Thailand as rank 5 and 6, behind rank 1 by about
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5-11%. In term of accommodation and accessibility, by the overview, the informants think of Thailand and Singapore
as the top two ranks with close percentage. By considering each attribute, it was found that:

Facilities
 Quality





and condition of the facility: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (19%),
followed by China (17%), Japan (13%), Singapore (10%), Thailand, Indonesia, and Korea (8%), India and
Malaysia (7%), and Taiwan (3%).
Food and beverages: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (15%), followed by China
and Japan (12%), Singapore (11%), Thailand, Korea, and Indonesia (10%), Malaysia (9%), India (7%), and
Taiwan (5%).
Availability of accomodation: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (15%), followed by
China (13%), Singapore (12%), Japan (11%), Korea (10%), Malaysia and Thailand (9%), Indonesia (8%),
India (7%), and Taiwan (5%)

Accommodation
 Availability



of accomodation: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (19%), followed by
Singapore (13%), Japan and Hong Kong (11%), Taiwan and China (9%), Korea and Malaysia (8%), Indonesia
and India (6%).
Quality and conditions of the accommodation: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand and
Singapore as rank 1 (17%), followed by Malaysia (11%), Japan, Taiwan, and Korea (10%), Hong Kong (9%),
China (6%), Indonesia (5%), and India (4%).

Accessibility
 Distance/duration





of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available : By the overview, the informants
think of Thailand as rank 1 (16%), followed by Singapore (15%), Japan (13%), Malaysia (11%), Japan and
Hong Kong (10%), Korea and Taiwan (9%), China and Indonesia (7%), and India (6%).
Travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country : By the overview, the informants think of
Thailand as rank 1 (15%), followed by Singapore (14%), Korea and Japan (12%), Malaysia and Hong Kong
(11%), Indonesia, China, and Taiwan (7%), and India (5%).
Supports from the government: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore and Thailand as rank 1
(13%), followed by Japan (12%), Hong Kong (11%), Malaysia and Korea (10%), China (9%), Indonesia and
Taiwan (7%), and India (6%).
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Destination

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when considering destination, by the overview, the informants think of Singapore,
Hong Kong, and Thailand as rank 1 and think of Thailand as top 5, especially in terms of attractiveness of the
destination, friendliness of local residents and communities, recreation & entertainment facilities, and effectiveness of
data accessibility about MICE events. The informants think of Thailand as rank with close percentage to Rank 2 like
Hong Kong and Singapore. By considering each attribute, it was found that:






Safety and security within the destination: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1
(19%), followed by China (15%), Japan (12%), Singapore (11%), Thailand and India (8%), Malaysia, Korea,
and Indonesia (7%), and Taiwan (6%).
Stability of the government: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (15%), followed by
Japan (14%), Thailand (12%), Hong Kong (11%), Malaysia and Korea (10%), Taiwan and China (8%),
Indonesia (7%), and India (6%).
Reputation of the destination for holding MICE business events : By the overview, the informants think of
Singapore as rank 1 (14%), followed by Thailand and Hong Kong (13%), Japan (11%), China and Malaysia
(10%), Korea (9%), Taiwan and Indonesia (7%), and India (6%).
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Attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate: By the overview, the informants think of
Thailand as rank 1 (14%), followed by Hong Kong (13%), Singapore and Japan (12%), Malaysia (10%), Korea
(9%), China, Taiwan, and Indonesia (8%), and India (6%).
Friendliness of local residents and communities: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1
(16%), followed by Singapore (13%), Hong Kong (12%), Malaysia (11%), Japan (10%), China (9%), Korea
(8%), Taiwan and Indonesia (7%), and India (6%).
Environmental awareness (green): By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (15%),
followed by Japan, Thailand and Hong Kong (12%), Malaysia (10%), Korea and China (9%), Taiwan (8%),
Indonesia (7%), and India (6%).
Recreation & entertainment facilities: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (16%),
followed by Hong Kong (13%), Singapore (12%), Japan and China (10%), Malaysia and Korea (9%), Taiwan
(8%), Indonesia (7%), and India (6%).
Overall image of the country: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong and Singapore as rank 1
(13%), followed by Thailand (12%), Japan (11%), China and Malaysia (10%), Korea (9%), Taiwan (8%),
Indonesia (7%), and India (5%).
Effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events: By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as
rank 1 (18%), followed by Singapore (15%), Hong Kong, Malaysia, and Japan (10%), Korea (9%), Taiwan and
Indonesia (8%), China (7%), and India (5%).

Price competitiveness/value for money and economic

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.

According to the data, when condiering the factor of price competitiveness/value for money, by the overview,
the informants think of China and Hong Kong as rank 1 and think of Thailand as rank 2 and 4 with close percentage to
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the adjacent rank. In term of economic, the informants think of Thailand and Singapore as the top two ranks. Rank 1
and 2 have only 1% difference. By considering each attribute, it was found that:
Price competitiveness/value for money
 Cost of traveling to destination: By the overview, the informants think of China as rank 1 (18%), followed by
Hong Kong (16%), Japan (11%), Thailand (10%), Malaysia and Singapore (9%), Indonesia and India (8%),
Korea (7%), and Taiwan (4%).
 Cost of lodging, food, beverage: By the overview, the informants think of Hong Kong as rank 1 (14%), followed
by Thailand and China (12%), Japan (11%), Malaysia Singapore, and Korea (10%), Indonesia (9%), India
(7%), and Taiwan (6%).
 The total costs: By the overview, the informants think of China, Thailand, and Singapore as rank 1 (12%),
followed by Hong Kong, Japan, and Malaysia (11%), Korea and Indonesia (9%), India (8%), and Taiwan (5%).
Economic
 GDP and trade volume : By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (15%), followed by
Singapore (14%), Japan, Korea, and Hong Kong (11%), China and Malaysia (10%), Taiwan (8%), Indonesia
(6%), and India (5%).
 Market potential & business opportunities : By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1
(13%), followed by Thailand and Malaysia (12%), Hong Kong and Japan (11%), Korea (10%), China and
Taiwan (9%), Indonesia (7%), and India (6%).
Professionalism and infrastructure

* In this ranking, demical points are included although the above table shows rounded figures.
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According to the data, when condiering the factor of professionalism and infrastructure, by the overview, the
informants think of Thailand Singapore Japan and Malaysia as the top 3 ranks. They think of Thailand as rank 1 in term
of local people in general, followed by Singapore with close percentage. For other attributes, most informantsthink of
Thailand as rank 2 and 3, behind Singapore which is rank 1 by only 1-4%. By considering each attribute, it was found
that:
Professionalism
 People involved in MICE industry: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore and Thailandas rank 1
(14%), followed by Japan (12%), Malaysia and Hong Kong (11%), Korea and China (9%), Taiwan (8%),
Indonesia (7%), and India (5%).
 Local people in general : By the overview, the informants think of Thailand as rank 1 (18%), followed by
Singapore (16%), Malaysia (11%), Taiwan (10%), Japan, Korea, and Hong Kong (9%), China (7%), Indonesia
(6%), and India (5%).
 Language skills: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (18%), followed by Thailand
(14%), Malaysia, Japan, and Hong Kong (11%), Korea (9%), Taiwan (8%), China (7%), Indonesia (7%), and
India (5%).
Infrastructure
 Mass transit system and road networks: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (17%),
followed by Thailand (15%), Japan (12%), Malaysia (11%), Hong Kong (10%), Korea (9%), Taiwan (8%),
China (7%), and Indonesia and India (6%).
 IT & telecom networks: By the overview, the informants think of Singapore as rank 1 (16%), followed by Japan
(13%), Thailand (12%), Hong Kong and Malaysia (11%), Korea (10%), China and Indonesia (8%), Taiwan
(6%), and India (5%).
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4. Performance-Related Questions
The principle for performance evaluation
Performance is evaluated according to the principle of Likert Scale, with 5 different scales as follows:
Level of opinion
Highly satisfied
Satisfied
Indifferent
Dissatisfied
Highly dissatisfied

Score
5
4
3
2
1

Meaning
Very high
High
Average
Low
Very low

4.51 – 5.00
3.51 – 4.50
2.51 – 3.50
1.51 – 2.50
1.00 – 1.50

Performance evaluation will be compared to the competing countries with the top 5 highest number of
informants. The scores will be compared in the form of bar graph. The blue bar represents the score that visitors in
2016 give to Thailand, light blue bar the score that visitors in 2015 give to Thailand, while the gray bar the score that
visitors in 2016 give to competing countries.
Statistics used for data analysis
1. Mean is used to explain level of opinion of the informants.
2. T-test is used to demonstrate the difference of score in each attribute.

Equation t =

√

; df = n-1

Where D represents the difference of score of each pair.
n represents the number of pairs
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4.1|Business travelers (Business Traveler)(N = 409)
4.1.1 Performance of Thailand compared to competing countries
Performance of Thailand compared to competing countries: Overview

According to the data, when comparing performance of Thailand to competing countries in ever factor including
facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination price competitiveness/value for money, economic,
professionalism, and infrastructure, by the overview, most informants do not show different opinions with the scores
ranging from 3.7 – 4.3, which is at high level both for Thailand and competing countries. By th overview, the scores of
Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in every attribute, and most of Thailand scores are lower than competing
countries. One by one comparison is as showed below.
 Thailand year 2015 and 2016: The scores of Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in every factor, including
facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination price competitiveness/value for money, economic,
professionalism, and infrastructure.
 Thailand compared to China: The scores of Thailand are lower than China in every attribute including
facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination price competitiveness/value for money, economic,
professionalism, and infrastructure.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Most scores of Thailand are lower than Hong Kongin in almost every
attribute including facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination, economic, professionalism, and
infrastructure except price competitiveness/value for money.
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Thailand compared to Singapore: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than Singapore in almost every
attribute including facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination, economic, professionalism, and
infrastructure except price competitiveness/value for money.
Thailand compared to Japan: The scores of Thailand are lower than Japan in every factor, including facilities,
accommodation, accessibility, destination price competitiveness/value for money, economic,
professionalism, and infrastructure.
Thailand compared to India: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than India in almost every attribute
including facilities, accommodation, destination, price competitiveness/value for money, economicม and
professionalism, except accessibility and infrastructure.

Performance of Thailand compared to competing countries – Facilities, Accommodation, and accessibility

According to the data, when comparing performance of Thailand to competing countries in terms of facilities e.g.
quality and condition of the facility, food and beverages, and availability of accommodation; accommodation e.g.
availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the accommodation; accessibility e.g. distance/duration of
travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available, travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country
and supports from the government, most of the informants do not show different opinions with the scores ranging from
3.7 – 4.3, which is at high level both for Thailand and competing countries. By th overview, the scores of Thailand in
2016 improved from 2015 in every attribute, and most of Thailand scores are lower than competing countries. One by
one comparison is as showed below.
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Thailand year 2015 and 2016: The scores of Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in almost every attribute of
every factor including as facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility and food and beverages;
accommodation e.g. availability of accommodation; accessibility e.g. distance/duration of travel
involved/direct flight/ number of flights available and travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the
country. However, in the factor of accommodation factor in term of quality and conditions of the
accommodation, Thailand has slightly lower scores in 2016 than in 2015.
Thailand compared to China: The scores of Thailand are lower than China in almost every attribute of every
factor including facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility, food and beverages and availability of
accomodation; accommodation e.g. availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the
accommodation; Accessibility e.g. distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available
and supports from the government. However, in term of travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the
country, Thailand has higher scores than China.
Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than Hong Kong including
facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility and availability of accommodation; accessibility e.g.
distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available, travel formalities: visa, customs,
ease of entering the country and supports from the government. However, in term of food and beverages and
availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the accommodation, Thailand has higher scores
than Hong Kong.
Thailand compared to Singapore: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than Singapore in almost every
attribute of every factor including facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility and availability of
accomodation; accommodation e.g. availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the
accommodation; and accessibility e.g. distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights
available, travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country and supports from the government.
However, in term of food and beverages, Thailand has the same scores as Singapore.
Thailand compared to Japan: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than Japan including facilities e.g.
quality and condition of the facility and availability of accomodation; accommodation e.g. availability of
accomodation and quality and conditions of the accommodation; and accessibility e.g. distance/duration of
travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available and supports from the government. However, in term of
food and beverages and travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country, Thailand has higher
scores than Japan.
Thailand compared to India: The scores of Thailand are lower than India in almost every attribute of every
factor including facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility, food and beverages and availability of
accomodation; accommodation e.g. availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the
accommodation; and accessibility e.g. distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights
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available and supports from the government. However, in term of travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of
entering the country, Thailand has the same scores as India.
According to the comparison, the scores of Thailand and each competing country are not so much different.
Therefore, it is important to use statistics to analyze the difference of mean scores of Thailand and competing
countries. The symbol means that the scores are significantly different while the
symbol means that the scores
are not significantly different.
factors

China

Hongkong Singapore

Japan

India

Facilities
Quality and condition of the facility
Food and beverages
Availability of facilities
Accommodation
Availability of accommodation
Quality and conditions of the accommodation
Accessibility
Distance/duration of travel
Travel formalities Government support

According to the data, the scores of Thailand are not mostly significantly different compared to China, Hong Kong,
and Singapore but not significantly different at all compared to Japan and India. One by one comparison is as showed
below.
 Thailand compared to China: The scores of Thailand are not significantly different from China in almost every
attribute of every factor. However, the scores of Thailand are significantly different from China in term of
availability of facilities.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: The scores of Thailand are not significantly different from Japan in almost
every attribute of every factor. However, the scores of Thailand are significantly different from Hong Kong in
terms of accessibility e.g. distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available.
 Thailand compared to Singapore: The scores of Thailand are not significantly different from Singapore in
almost every attribute of every factor. However, the scores of Thailand are significantly different from
Singapore in term of facilities e.g. availability of facilities; and accessibility e.g. supports from the government.
 Thailand compared to Japan: The scores of Thailand are not significantly different from Japan in every
attribute of every factor.
 Thailand compared to India: The scores of Thailand are not significantly different from India in every attribute
of every factor.
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Performance of Thailand compared to competing countries – Destination

According to the data, when comparing performance of Thailand to competing countries in term of destination
e.g. safety and security within the destination; stability of the government; reputation of the destination for holding
MICE events; attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate; friendliness of local residents and
communities; environmental awareness (green); recreation & entertainment facilities, most of the informants do not
show different opinions with the scores ranging from 3.5 – 4.3, which is at high level both for Thailand and competing
countries. By th overview, the scores of Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in every attribute, and most of Thailand
scores are lower than competing countries. One by one comparison is as showed below.
 Thailand year 2015 and 2016: Destination scores of Thailand in 2016 are higher than 2015 in almost every
factor, including reputation of the destination for holding MICE events, friendliness of local residents and
communities, environmental awareness (green), and recreation & entertainment facilities. However, safety
and security within the destination in 2016 receives lower score than 2015 and attractiveness of the
destination: tourism, culture, and climate where the scores are equal in both years.
 Thailand compared to China: Mostly, destination scores of Thailand are lower than China including safety and
security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the destination for holding MICE
events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate, overall image of the country and
effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events. However, in friendliness of local residents and
communities, environmental awareness (green), and recreation & entertainment facilities, Thailand has higher
scores than China.
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Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Destination scores of Thailand are lower than Hong Kong in almost every
factor, including safety and security within in destination, stability of the government, reputation of the
destination for holding MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate,
environmental awareness (green), recreation & entertainment facilities, overall image of the country and
effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events. However, in friendliness of local residents and
communities, Thailand has higher scores than Hong Kong.
Thailand compared to Singapore: Destination scores of Thailand are lower than Singapore in almost every
factor, including safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the
destination for holding MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate,
environmental awareness (green), recreation & entertainment facilities, overall image of the country and
effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events. However, in friendliness of local residents and
communities, Thailand has higher scores than Singapore.
Thailand compared to Japan: Destination scores of Thailand are lower than Japan in almost every factor,
including safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the destination
for holding MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate, environmental
awareness (green),recreation & entertainment facilities, overall image of the country and effectiveness of
data accessibility about MICE events. However, in fiendliness of local residents and communities, Thailand
has the same scores as Japan.
Thailand compared to India: Destination scores of Thailand are lower than India of every factor including
safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the destination for holding
MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate, friendliness of local residents and
communities recreation & entertainment facilities and overall image of the country MICE. However, in
environmental awareness (green), Thailand has higher scores than India and in effectiveness of data
accessibility about MICE events, Thailand has the same scores as India.

According to the comparison, the scores of Thailand and each competing country are not so much different.
Therefore, it is important to use statistics to analyze the difference of mean scores of Thailand and competing
countries. The
symbol means that the scores are significantly different while the
symbol means that the
scores are not significantly different.
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factors

China

Hongkong Singapore

Japan

India

Destination
Safety and security within the destination
Political Stability
Reputation of the destination for holding MICE
Attractiveness and WOW factor of the destination
Friendliness of local residents and communities
Environmental awareness (green)
Recreation & Entertainment facilities
Overall country image
Effectiveness of Information provided about MICE events

According to the data, there are only some factors that Thailand has scores significantly different from China,
Hong Kong, and Japan. But when compared to Singapore, half of the factors are significantly different. In contrast,
compared to India, the scores are not significantly different. One by one comparison is as showed below.
 Thailand compared to China: Most destination scores of Thailand are not significantly different from China,
except political stability.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Most destination scores of Thailand are not significantly different from
Hong Kong except safety and security and political statiblity.
 Thailand compared to Singapore: Destination scores of Thailand are significantly different from Singapore in
some factors including safety and security, political stability, environmental awareness (green), recreation &
entertainment facilities and overall image of the country.
 Thailand compared to Japan: Most destination scores of Thailand are not significantly different from Japan,
except reputation of the destination for holding MICE events.
 Thailand compared to India: Destination scores of Thailand are not significantly different from India in every
factor.
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Performance of Thailand compared to competing countries – Price Economic, Professionalism, and
Infrastructure

According to the data, when comparing performance of Thailand to competing countries in term of price
competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination, cost of lodging, food, beverage and the total
costs; economic e.g. GDP and trade volume, market potential & business opportunities; professionalism e.g. people
involved in MICE industry, local people in general and language skills; infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road
networks and IT & telecom networks, by the overview, most of the informants do not show different opinions with the
scores ranging from 3.5 – 4.3, which is at high level both for Thailand and competing countries. By th overview, the
scores of Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in every attribute, and most of Thailand scores are lower than
competing countries. One by one comparison is as showed below.
 Thailand year 2015 and 2016: Mostly, the scores of Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in almost every
attribute including price competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination, cost of lodging,
food, beverage and the total costs professionalism, people involved in MICE industry, local people in general
and language skills; infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road networks. However, in economic e.g.
GDP and trade volume and infrastructure IT & telecom networks, Thailand has lower scores in 2016 than in
2015 and in economic market potential & business opportunities, the scores are equal in both years.
 Thailand compared to China: The scores of Thailand are lower than China in every factor in almost every
attribute including price competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination and the total
costs; economic e.g. GDP and trade volume, market potential & business opportunities; professionalism e.g.
people involved in MICE industry, local people in general and language skills; infrastructure e.g. mass transit
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system and road networks and IT & telecom networks. However, in the factor of price competitiveness/value
for money e.g. cost of lodging, food, beverage, Thailand has the same scores as China.
Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than Hong Kong in every factor in
almost every attribute, including price competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination
economic e.g. GDP and trade volume, market potential & business opportunities; professionalism, people
involved in MICE industry, local people in general and language skills; infrastructure e.g. mass transit system
and road networks and IT & telecom networks. However, in the factor of price competitiveness/value for
money e.g. cost of lodging, food, beverage and the total costs, Thailand has higher scores than Hong Kong.
Thailand compared to Singapore: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than Singapore in almost every
attribute of every factor, including economic e.g. GDP and trade volume, market potential & business
opportunities; professionalism, people involved in MICE industry, local people in general and language skills;
infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road networks and IT & telecom networks. However, in the factor
of price competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of lodging, food, beverage and the total costs, Thailand
has higher scores than Singapore and, in cost of traveling to destination, Thailand has the same scores as
Singapore.
Thailand compared to Japan: The scores of Thailand are lower than Japan in every factor in almost every
attribute including price competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination and cost of
lodging, food, beverage; economic e.g. GDP and trade volume, market potential & business opportunities;
professionalism e.g. people involved in MICE industry, local people in general and language skills;
infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road networks and IT & telecom networks. However, in the factor
of competitiveness/value for money e.g. the total costs, Thailand has higher scores than Japan.
Thailand compared to India: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than India in every factor in almost every
attribute including price competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination, cost of lodging,
food, beverage and the total costs; economic e.g. market potential & business opportunities; professionalism
e.g. people involved in MICE industry, local people in general and language skills; infrastructure e.g. mass
transit system and road networks. However, in the factor of economic e.g. GDP and trade volume and
infrastructure IT & telecom networks, Thailand has higher scores than India.

According to the comparison, the scores of Thailand and each competing country are not so much different.
Therefore, it is important to use statistics to analyze the difference of mean scores of Thailand and competing
countries. The symbol means that the scores are significantly different while the
symbol means that the scores
are not significantly different.
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factors

China

Hongkong Singapore

Japan

India

Price competitiveness/Value for money
Value for money of traveling within/ to the destination country
Value for money of Accommodation and food/beverage
Value for money for overall spending of the whole trip
Economic
GDP & trade volume of country
Market Potential & Business Opportunities for MICE events
Professionalism
People involved in MICE industry
Local people in general
Language skills
Infrastructure
Mass transit system and road networks
IT & Telecom networks

According to the data, the scores of Thailand compred to other countries are not significantly different in some
attribute. When compared to China, Hong Kong, and India, some attributes are significantly different. Compared to
Singapore, most attributes, especially those of economic and infrastructure, are significantly different. Compared to
Japan, every attribute of every factor is not significantly different. One by one comparison is as showed below.
 Thailand compared to China: The scores of Thailand are significantly different from Chinaonly in the factor of
economic e.g. GDP and trade volume.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: The scores of Thailand are significantly different from Hong Kong in the
factor of professionalism e.g. local people in general and language skills.
 Thailand compared to Singapore: The scores of Thailand are significantly different from Singapore in every
attribute of economic and infrastructure and one attribute of professionalism e.g. language skills.
 Thailand compared to Japan: The scores of Thailand are not significantly different from Japan in any attribute
of any factor.
 Thailand compared to India: The scores of Thailand are significantly different from Indiaonly in the factor of
price competitiveness e.g. the total cost of traveling and economic e.g. market potential & business
opportunities.
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4.2|MICE Visitors (MICE Visitors) (N = 663)
4.2.1 Performance of Thailand compared to competing countries
Performance of Thailand compared to competing countries: Overview

According to the data, when comparing performance of Thailand to competing countries in every factor, including
facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination, price competitiveness/value for money, economic,
professionalism, and infrastructure, by the overview, most of the informants do not show different opinions with the
scores ranging from 3.6– 4.3, which is at high level both for Thailand and competing countries. By th overview, the
scores of Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in every attribute, and most of Thailand scores are lower than
competing countries. One by one comparison is as showed below.
 Thailand year 2015 and 2016: The scores of Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in every factor, including
facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination, price competitiveness/value for money, economic,
professionalism, and infrastructure.
 Thailand compared to Japan: The scores of Thailand are lower than Japan in every factor, including facilities,
accommodation, accessibility, destination, price competitiveness/value for money, economic,
professionalism, and infrastructure.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: The scores of Thailand are lower than Hong Kong in every factor,
including facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination, price competitiveness/value for money,
economic, professionalism, and infrastructure.
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Thailand compared to Singapore: The scores of Thailand are lower than Singapore in every factor, including
facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination, price competitiveness/value for money, economic,
professionalism, and infrastructure.
Thailand compared to Malaysia: The scores of Thailand are lower than Malaysia in every factor, including
facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination, price competitiveness/value for money, economic,
professionalism, and infrastructure.
Thailand compared to China: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than China in every factor, including
facilities, accommodation, accessibility, destination, price competitiveness/value for money, economic, and
infrastructure, except professionalism in which Thailand has higher scores.

Performance of Thailand compared to competing countries –Facilities, Accommodation, and Accessibility

According to the data, when comparing performance of Thailand to competing countries in the factors of facilities
e.g. quality and condition of the facility, food and beverages and availability of accomodation; accommodation e.g.
availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the accommodation; and accessibility e.g. distance/duration
of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available, travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country
and supports from the government, most of the informants do not show different opinions with the scores ranging from
3.7– 4.3, which is at high level both for Thailand and competing countries. By th overview, the scores of Thailand in
2016 improved from 2015 in every attribute, and most of Thailand scores are lower than competing countries. One by
one comparison is as showed below.
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Thailand year 2015 and 2016: The scores of Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in every attribute of every
factor, including facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility, food and beverages; accommodation e.g.
availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the accommodation; and accessibility e.g.
distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available, travel formalities: visa, customs,
ease of entering the country.
Thailand compared to Japan: The scores of Thailand are lower than Japan in every attribute of every factor
including facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility, food and beverages and availability of
accomodation; accommodation e.g. availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the
accommodation; and accessibility e.g. distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights
available, travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country and supports from the government.
Thailand compared to Hong Kong: The scores of Thailand are lower than Hong Kong in every attribute of
every factor including facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility, food and beverages and availability of
accomodation; accommodation e.g. availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the
accommodation; and accessibility e.g. distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights
available, travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country and supports from the government.
Thailand compared to Singapore: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than Singapore in every attribute of
every factor including facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility, food and beverages; accommodation
e.g. availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the accommodation; and accessibility e.g.
distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights available, travel formalities: visa, customs,
ease of entering the country.
Thailand compared to Malaysia: The scores of Thailand are lower than Malaysia in every attribute of every
factor including facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility, food and beverages and availability of
accomodation; accommodation e.g. availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the
accommodation; and accessibility e.g. distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights
available, travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country and supports from the government.
Thailand compared to China: The scores of Thailand are lower than China in every attribute of every factor
including facilities e.g. quality and condition of the facility, food and beverages and availability of
accomodation; accommodation e.g. availability of accomodation and quality and conditions of the
accommodation; and accessibility e.g. distance/duration of travel involved/direct flight/ number of flights
available, travel formalities: visa, customs, ease of entering the country and supports from the government.

According to the comparison, the scores of Thailand and each competing country are not so much different.
Therefore, it is important to use statistics to analyze the difference of mean scores of Thailand and competing
countries. The symbol means that the scores are significantly different while the
symbol means that the scores
are not significantly different.
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factors

China

Hongkong Singapore

Japan

India

Facilities
Quality and condition of the facility
Food and beverages
Availability of facilities
Accommodation
Availability of accommodation
Quality and conditions of the accommodation
Accessibility
Distance/duration of travel
Travel formalities Government support

According to the data, the scores of Thailand are significantly different from Hong Kong and Malaysia in term of
facilities, from China and Singapore in term of accommodation, from Hong Kong and Singapore in term of
accessibility. One by one comparison is as showed below.
 Thailand compared to China: The scores of Thailand are not significantly different from China in every
attribute of every factor.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are significantly different from Hong Kong
except every attribute of accommodation and accessibility e.g. travel formalities.
 Thailand compared to Singapore: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are significantly different from Singapore
except facilities e.g. food and beverages and availability of facilities; and accessibility e.g. travel formalities.
 Thailand compared to Japan: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are not significantly different from Japan except
every attribute of accommodation and accessibility e.g. supports from the government.
 Thailand compared to Malaysia: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are not significantly different from Malaysia
except in facilities e.g. food and beverages and availability of facilities.
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Performance of Thailand compared to competing countries –Destination

According to the data, when comparing performance of Thailand to competing countries in every attribute of
destination, including safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the
destination for holding MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate, friendliness of local
residents and communities, environmental awareness (green), recreation & entertainment facilities, overall image of
the country and effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events, by the overview, most of the informants do not
show different opinions with the scores ranging from 3.6– 4.4, which is at high level both for Thailand and competing
countries. By th overview, the scores of Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in every attribute, and most of Thailand
scores are lower than competing countries. One by one comparison is as showed below.




Thailand year 2015 and 2016: Destination scores of Thailand in 2016 improved from 2015 in every attribute
including safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the destination
for holding MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate, friendliness of local
residents and communities, environmental awareness (green), recreation & entertainment facilities, overall
image of the country and effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events.
Thailand compared to Japan: Destination scores of Thailand are lower than Japan in every attribute including
safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the destination for holding
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MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate, friendliness of local residents and
communities, environmental awareness (green), recreation & entertainment facilities, overall image of the
country and effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events.
Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Destination scores of Thailand are lower than Hong Kong in every attribute
including safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the destination
for holding MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate, friendliness of local
residents and communities, environmental awareness (green), recreation & entertainment facilities, overall
image of the country and effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events.
Thailand compared to Singapore: Destination scores of Thailand are lower than Singapore in every attribute
including safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the destination
for holding MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate, friendliness of local
residents and communities, environmental awareness (green), recreation & entertainment facilities, overall
image of the country and effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events.
Thailand compared to Malaysia: Destination scores of Thailand are lower than Malaysia in every attribute
including safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the destination
for holding MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate, friendliness of local
residents and communities, environmental awareness (green), recreation & entertainment facilities, overall
image of the country and effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events.
Thailand compared to China: Destination scores of Thailand are lower than China in every attribute including
safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, reputation of the destination for holding
MICE events, attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate, friendliness of local residents and
communities, environmental awareness (green), recreation & entertainment facilities, overall image of the
country and effectiveness of data accessibility about MICE events.

According to the comparison, the scores of Thailand and each competing country are not so much different.
Therefore, it is important to use statistics to analyze the difference of mean scores of Thailand and competing
countries. The symbol means that the scores are significantly different while the
symbol means that the
scores are not significantly different.
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factors

China

Hongkong Singapore

Japan

India

Destination
Safety and security within the destination
Political Stability
Reputation of the destination for holding MICE
Attractiveness and WOW factor of the destination
Friendliness of local residents and communities
Environmental awareness (green)
Recreation & Entertainment facilities
Overall country image
Effectiveness of Information provided about MICE events

Destination scores of Thailand compared to Hong Kong, Singapore, and Japan are mostly significantly different.
Compared to China, every attribute is not significantly different. Compared to Malaysia, half of the attributes is
significantly different. One by one comparison is as showed below.
 Thailand compared to China: The scores of Thailand are not significantly different from China in every
attribute.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are significantly different from Hong Kong
except friendliness of local residents and communities and effectiveness of preparing IT for MICE events.
 Thailand compared to Singapore: The scores of Thailand are significantly different from Singapore in almost
every attribute except attractiveness of the destination: tourism, culture, and climate
 Thailand compared to Japan: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are significantly different from Hong Kong except
environmental awareness (green) and recreation & entertainment facilities.
 Thailand compared to Malaysia: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are not significantly different from Malaysia
except safety and security within the destination, stability of the government, and reputation of the destination
for holding MICE events.
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Performance of Thailand compared to competing countries – Price Economic Professionalism and
Infrastructure

According to the data, when comparing performance of Thailand to competing countries in terms of price
competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination, cost of lodging, food, beverage and the total
costs; economic e.g. GDP and trade volume, market potential & business opportunities; professionalism, people
involved in MICE industry, local people in general and language skills; infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road
networks and IT & telecom networks, by the overview, most of the informants do not show different opinions with the
scores ranging from 3.5– 4.3, which is at high level both for Thailand and competing countries. Mostly, Thailand scores
are lower than competing countries. One by one comparison is as showed below.
 Thailand compared to Japan: The scores of Thailand are lower than Japan in every attribute of every factor
including price competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination, cost of lodging, food,
beverage and the total costs; economic e.g. GDP and trade volume, market potential & business
opportunities; professionalism, people involved in MICE industry, local people in general and language skills;
infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road networks and IT & telecom networks.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than Hong Kong in every attribute
of every factor including price competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination, cost of
lodging, food, beverage and the total costs economic e.g. GDP and trade volume, market potential &
business opportunities; professionalism, people involved in MICE industry, local people in general and
language skills; infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road networks and IT & telecom networks.
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Thailand compared to Singapore: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than Korea including economic
e.g. GDP and trade volume, market potential & business opportunities; professionalism, people involved in
MICE industry, local people in general and language skills; infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road
networks and IT & telecom networks. However, in the factor of competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of
traveling to destination, cost of lodging, food, beverage and the total costs, Thailand has higher scores than
Singapore.
Thailand compared to Malaysia: The scores of Thailand are lower than Malaysia in every attribute of every
factor including price competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination, cost of lodging,
food, beverage and the total costs economic e.g. GDP and trade volume, market potential & business
opportunities; professionalism, people involved in MICE industry, local people in general and language skills;
infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road networks and IT & telecom networks.
Thailand compared to China: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are lower than China including price
competitiveness/value for money e.g. cost of traveling to destination, cost of lodging, food, beverage and the
total costs economic e.g. GDP and trade volume; infrastructure e.g. mass transit system and road networks
and IT & telecom networks. However, in economic e.g. market potential & business opportunities; and
professionalism, people involved in MICE industry, local people in general and language skills, Thailand has
higher scores than China.

According to the comparison, the scores of Thailand and each competing country are not so much different.
Therefore, it is important to use statistics to analyze the difference of mean scores of Thailand and competing
countries. The symbol means that the scores are significantly different while the
symbol means that the
scores are not significantly different.
factors
Price competitiveness/Value for money
Value for money of traveling within/ to the destination country
Value for money of Accommodation and food/beverage
Value for money for overall spending of the whole trip
Economic
GDP & trade volume of country
Market Potential & Business Opportunities for MICE events
Professionalism
People involved in MICE industry
Local people in general
Language skills
Infrastructure
Mass transit system and road networks
IT & Telecom networks

China

Hongkong Singapore

Japan

India
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According to the data, Thailand scores are not significantly different from China in every attribute of every factor.
Compared to Malaysia, most scores are not significantly different except infrastructure. In term of price
competitiveness/value for money, compared to China, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Japan, the scores of Thailand are
not significantly different in every attribute. One by one comparison is as showed below.
 Thailand compared to China: The scores of Thailand are not significantly different from China in every
attribute of every factor.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are significantly different from Hong Kong
except every attribute of price competitiveness and professionalism e.g. local people in general.
 Thailand compared to Singapore: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are significantly different from Singapore
except every attribute of price competitiveness and professionalism e.g. people involved in MICE industry
and local people in general.
 Thailand compared to Japan: The scores of Thailand are significantly different from Japan only in every
attribute of price competitiveness/value for money and some attributes of economic e.g. GDP and trade
volume and infrastructure language skills.
 Thailand compared to Malaysia: Mostly, the scores of Thailand are not significantly different from Malaysia
except every attribute of infrastructure of every factor.
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5. The Image of Thailand
5.1|Business travelers (N = 409)
5.1.1 What do most people think of Thailand?
No.

1

2

Things visitors think of when they visit Thailand
- Tourist attractions such as temples and
beaches
Attractiveness of the destination:
- Culture
tourism, culture, and climate
- Buddhism
- Tropical climate
- Thai food e.g. Thai curries
Food and beverages
- Fruits e.g. durian

3

Others

4

Market potential & business
opportunities

5

Friendliness of local residents and
communities

6

Recreation & entertainment
facilities

Percent
45%

13%

- Developments and innovations
- Safety
- Low cost of living
- Business growth/opportunity

11%

- Friendliess of local people
- Land of smile
- Kind and welcoming people
- Night life and bars
- Female sex workers

4%

6%

3%

According to the data, speaking of Thailand, most people think of attractiveness of the destination as rank 1
(45%), followed by food and beverages (13%), others (11%), market potential & business opportunities (6%),
friendliness of local residents and communities (4%), and recreation & entertainment facilities (3%).
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5.1.2 Speaking of.......country, what do most people think of?
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Things visitors think of when they visit Japan
- Accommodation
Others
- Ethnic diversity
- Tourist attractions
Attractiveness of the destination:
- Culture
tourism, culture, and climate
- Friendliness of local people
Recreation & entertainment
- Technology
facilities
- Car
Food and beverages
- Delicious food
Business opportunity
- Business growth

Percent
44%
23%

16%
13%
3%

According to the data, speaking of Japan, most people think of Others e.g. accommodation and ethnic
diversity as rank 1 (44%), followed by attractiveness of the destination (23%), recreation & entertainment facilities
(16%), food and beverages (13%), and Business opportunity (3%).
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Things visitors think of when they visit Hong Kong
- Low wage
Others
- Art
- Hard working
- Professionalism and effectiveness
Business opportunity
- Business growth
- Delicious food
Food and beverages
- Dim Sum
Attractiveness of the destination:
- Skycraping buildings
tourism, culture, and climate
- Modernity
recreation & entertainment facilities - Night life and bars

Percent
39%

35%
13%
10%
3%

According to the data, speaking of Hong Kong , most people think of Others e.g. low wage, art, hard working
as rank 1 (39%), followed by business opportunity (35%), food and beverages (13%), attractiveness of the destination
(10%), and recreation & entertainment facilities (3%).
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No.
1
2
3
4

Things visitors think of when they visit Singapore
- Tourist attractions e.g. Merlion
Attractiveness of the destination:
- Modernity
tourism, culture, and climate
- Culture
Market potential & business
- Developments
opportunities
- Multi-lingual communication
Others
- Expensive products
Hygiene and safety
- Hygienic and safe country

Percent
34%

23%
22%
20%

According to the data, speaking of Singapore, most people think of attractiveness of the destinationas rank 1
(34%), followed by market potential & business opportunity (23%), Others (22%), and hygiene and safety (20%).
No.
1
2
3
4

Things visitors think of when they visit Malaysia
- Good future
Others
- Assets
Food and beverages
- Delicious food
Recreation & entertainment
- Shopping centers
facilities
- Fashion
Business opportunity
- Business growth

Percent
44%
22%
22%
11%

According to the data, speaking of Malaysia, most people think of Others e.g. good future and assets as rank
1 (44%), followed by food and beverages and recreation & entertainment facilities (22%), and business opportunity
(11%).
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Things visitors think of when they visit China
- Economic, business growth
Market potential & business
- Development
opportunities
- Technology
- Health issues
Others
- Air pollution, smog
- Local culture
Attractiveness of the destination:
- Capital city
tourism, culture, and climate
- Holiday destinations
Food and beverages
- Delicious food
Friendliness of local people
- Friendliness of local people

Percent
45%

25%
14%

9%
7%
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According to the data, speaking of China, most people think of ทarket potential & business opportunities as
rank 1 (45%), followed by Others e.g. health issue and air pollution (25%), attractiveness of the destination (14%), food
and beverages (9%), and friendliness of local people (7%).

5.2|MICE Visitors (N = 663)
5.2.1 What do most people think of Thailand?
No.
1

2

Things visitors think of when they visit Thailand
- Tourist attractions e.g. temple and beaches
Attractiveness of the destination:
- Culture
tourism, culture, and climate
- Buddhism
- Tropical climate
- Thai food e.g. Thai curries
Food and beverages
- Fruits e.g. durian

3

Others

4

Friendliness of local residents and
communities

5

recreation & entertainment facilities

6

Market potential & business
opportunities

Percent
32%

27%

- Muay Thai
- Traffic
- Tourists
- Capital city
- Friendliness of local people, beautiful girls
- Land of smile
- Kind and welcoming people
- Night life and bars

19%

- Business growth/ business opportunity

2%

17%

3%

According to the data, speaking of Thailand, most people think of attractiveness of the destinationas rank 1
(32%), followed by Food and beverages (27%), Others (19%), friendliness of local residents and communities (17%),
recreation & entertainment facilities (3%), and Market potential & business opportunities (2%).
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5.2.2 Speaking of.......country, what do most people think of?
No.
1
2

3

4
5
6

Things visitors think of when they visit Japan
Food and beverages
- Local food e.g. sushi and sake
- Tourist attractions
Attractiveness of the destination:
- Culture
tourism, culture, and climate
- Art
- Shapes of buildings
- Technology, Car
Recreation & entertainment
- Cartoon
facilities
- Movies
- Games
- Expensive products
Others
- Services
Infrastructure
- Good infrastructure
Friendliness of local residents and
- Local people
communities

Percent
28%
28%

17%

14%
7%
5%

According to the data, speaking of Japan , most people think of food and beverages and attractiveness of the
destination as rank 1 (28%), followed by facilities (17%), Others (14%), infrastructure (7%), and friendliness of local
residents and communities (5%).
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Things visitors think of when they visit Hong Kong
- Tourist attractions
Attractiveness of the destination:
- Culture
tourism, culture, and climate
- Shapes of buildings
- Expensive products
Others
- Night life and bars
- Technology
Recreation & entertainment
- Shopping centers
facilities
- Traveling
Food and beverages
- Delicious food
- Business growth
Market potential & business
- Holding meetings
opportunities
- National economy

Percent
30%

25%
18%

16%
11%
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According to the data, speaking of Hong Kong, most people think of attractiveness of the destination as rank
1 (30%), Others (25%), recreation & entertainment facilities (18%), food and beverages (16%), and market potential &
business opportunities (11%).
No.
1

Things visitors think of when they visit Singapore
Attractiveness of the destination:
tourism, culture, and climate

2

Others

3
4

Infrastructure
Business potentials

- Tourist attractions
- Cleanliness
- Technology
- Prices of product
- Local regulations
- Good infrastructure
- National economy

Percent
49%

21%

21%
9%

According to the data, speaking of Singapore , most people think of attractiveness of the destination as rank 1
(49%), followed by Others (21%), infrastructure (21%), and business potentials (9%).
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Things visitors think of when they visit Malaysia
Attractiveness of the destination:
- Tourist attractions
tourism, culture, and climate
- Culture
Food and beverages
- Muslim food
- Art
Others
- Safety
Infrastructure
- Good infrastructure
Business opportunity
- Business growth

Percent
54%
21%
17%
5%
4%

According to the data, speaking of Malaysia , most people think of attractiveness of the destination as rank 1
(54%), followed by food and beverages (21%), Others (17%), infrastructure (5%), and business opportunity (4%).
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No.
1
2
3
4
5

Things visitors think of when they visit China
- Traffic
Others
- Fake products
- Technology
Attractiveness of the destination:
- Tourist attractions e.g. The Great Wall
tourism, culture, and climate
- Culture
Business potentials
- National economy
Food and beverages
- Local food e.g. noodles and tea
Infrastructure
- Good infrastructure

Percent
35%

24%
17%
15%
9%

According to the data, speaking of China, most people think of Others as rank 1 (35%), followed by
attractiveness of the destination (24%), business potentials (17%), food and beverages (15%), and infrastructure (9%).
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6. Overall Evaluation of Thailand
6.1|Business travelers (N = 409)
6.1.1 Expectation of Thailand compared to other countries

Scale from 1-5
1 = Not as expected at all
2 = Not as expected
3 = Partially as expected
4 = As expected
5 = More than expected

According to the data, by the overview, the informants rate the expectation of Thailand in the criteria of “as
expected” lower than every competing country. More details are as follows:
 Thailand compared to Japan: Most informants rate both countries “almost as expected”. They rate Japan with
the score of 3.97 while Thailand 3.72.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Most informants rate Hong Kong more than Thailand. They rate Thailand
“partially as expected” with the score of 3.65 while Hong Kong “as expected” with the score of 4.01.
 Thailand compared to Singapore: Most informants rate Singapore more thanThailand. They rate Thailand
“almost as expected” with the score of 3.81 but rate Singapore “as expected”with the score of 4.17.
 Thailand compared to Malaysia: Most informants rate Malaysia more thanThailand. They rate Thailand
“partially as expected” with the score of 3.56 but rate Malaysia “as expected” with the score of 4.11.
 Thailand compared to China: Most informants rate both countries as “almost as expected”. They rate China
more thanThailand with the score of 3.91 while rate Thailand with the score of 3.78.
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6.2| MICE Visitors (N = 663)
6.2.1 Expectation of Thailand compared to other countries

Scale from 1-5
1 = Not as expected at all
2 = Not as expected
3 = Partially as expected
4 = As expected
5 = More than expected

According to the data, by the overview, the informants rate the expectation of Thailand “almost as expected”
with the score of 3.82. Compared to competing countries, the informants rate Thailand “as expected” lower than other
competing countries. More details are as follows.
 Thailand compared to Japan: Most informants rate Japan more thanThailand. They rate Thailand “almost as
expected” with the score of 3.96 but rate Japan “as expected” with the score of 4.10.
 Thailand compared to Hong Kong: Most informants rate Hong Kong more thanThailand. They rate Thailand
“partially as expected” with the score of 3.65 but rate Hong Kong “as expected” with the score of 4.00.
 Thailand compared to Singapore: Most informants rate both countries as “almost as expected”. They rate
Singapore with the score of 3.87 more thanThailand with the score 3.80.
 Thailand compared to Malaysia: Most informants rate Malaysia more thanThailand. They rate Thailand “almost
as expected” with the score of 3.88 but rate Malaysia “as expected”with the score of 4.02.
 Thailand compared to China: Most informants rate both countries “almost as expected”. They rate China with
the score of 3.82 while Thailand with the score of 3.73.
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7. Did their knowledge and understanding change after visiting Thailand?
7.1|Business travelers (N = 409)
7.1.1 Did their knowledge and understanding change after visiting Thailand?

According to the data, some the informants have more knowledge about Thai culture after visiting Thailand
(89%) while others (11%) think that their knowledge and understanding about Thai culture is the same.

7.2|MICE Visitors (N = 663)
7.2.1 Did their knowledge and understanding change after visiting Thailand?

According to the data, some the informants have more knowledge about Thai culture after visiting Thailand
(85%) while others (15%) think that their knowledge and understanding about Thai culture is the same.
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8. Knowledge about TCEB
8.1|Business travelers (N = 409)
8.1.1 Speaking of convention and exhibition bureau: Overview
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Overview
TCEB
Singapore Bureau
Malaysia Convention and Exhibition Bureau (MYCEB)
Japan Credit Bureau (JCB)
Meetings and Exhibitions Hong Kong (MEHK)
Baguio Convention and Visitors Bureau (BCVB)
India Convention Promotion Bureau (ICPB)
London
Australia
Dubai
United states
Others

Percent
29%
9%
5%
5%
4%
4%
4%
2%
2%
1%
1%
36%

According to the data, speaking of the organization holding conventions and exhibitions, by the over view, the
informants think of TCEB as rank 1 (29%) followed by Singapore Bureau (9%), Malaysia Convention and Exhibition
Bureau (MYCEB), and Japan Credit Bureau (JCB) (5%) Meetings and Exhibitions Hong Kong (MEHK),Baguio
Convention and Visitors Bureau (BCVB), and India Convention Promotion Bureau (ICPB) (4%), London and Australia
(2%), Dubai and United states (1%), and others (36%).
8.1.2 Have you heard of TCEB?

According to the data, the some informants have heard of TCEB (41%) while others (59) have not.
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8.1.3 What do you know about TCEB?
No.
1
2
3
4

Knowledge about TCEB
It is the organization that promotes conventions and exhibitions in Thailand.
It is the organization that promotes conventions and exhibitions.
It is the organization that organizes events.
Other answers not relevant to TCEB

Percent
57%
9%
5%
29%

According to the data, most informants know TCEB as the organization that promotes conventions and
exhibitions in Thailand (57%), followed by as the organization that promotes conventions and exhibitions (9%), as the
organization that organizes events (5), while other answers not relevant to TCEB (29%).

8.2|MICE Visitors (N = 663)
8.2.1 Speaking of convention and exhibition bureau: Overview
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Overview of every region
TCEB
Japan Credit Bureau (JCB)
Baguio Convention and Visitors Bureau (BCVB)
Meetings and Exhibitions Hong Kong (MEHK)
Association of Korea Exhibition Industry (AKEI),
Singapore Exhibition and Convention Bureau (SECB)
Malaysia Convention and Exhibition Bureau (MYCEB),
Taiwan Convention Exhibition Association (TCEA)
India Convention Promotion Bureau (ICPB)
Indonesia Convention Exhibition (ICE)
United states
Others

Percent
16%
15%
8%
4%
3%
3%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
46%

According to the data, speaking of an organization holding conventions and exhibitions, most informants think
of TCEB as rank 1 (16%), followed by Japan Credit Bureau (JCB) (15%), Baguio Convention and Visitors Bureau
(BCVB) (8%), Meetings and Exhibitions Hong Kong (MEHK) (4%), Association of Korea Exhibition Industry (AKEI), and
Singapore Exhibition and Convention Bureau (SECB) (3%), Malaysia Convention and Exhibition Bureau (MYCEB),
Taiwan Convention Exhibition Association (TCEA), India Convention Promotion Bureau (ICPB), Indonesia Convention
Exhibition (ICE), United states (1%), and others (46%).
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8.2.2 Have you heard of TCEB?

According to the data, some the informants have heard of TCEB (10%) while others have not (90%).
8.2.3 What do you know about TCEB?
No.
1
2
3
4

Knowledge about TCEB
An organization that organizes events
An organization that promotes holding of conventions and exhibitions
An organization in Thailand
Other answers not relevant to TCEB

Percent
33%
25%
3%
39%

According to the data, most informants know TCEB as an organization that organizes events (33%), followed
by as an organization that promotes holding of conventions and exhibitions (25%), an organization in Thailand (3%),
and others answer not relevant to TCEB (39%).
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9. Data analysis of people involved in MICE industry e.g. entrepreneurs, organizers, businesspersons,
and visitors
9.1|General information of interviewees
Interviewees are divided into 4 groups:
1. MICE Organizers
 Meetings/Incentives include Destination Management Companies (DMC) and Incentive Houses that have
experience in organizing meetings/incentives in Thailand and other countries in the past 2 years.
 Conventions include Professional convention organizer (PCO) and International Association that have
experience in organizing conventions in Thailand and other countries in the past 2 years.
 Exhibitions include Professional exhibition organizer (PEO) and Trade Association that have experience in
organizing exhibitions in Thailand and other countries in the past 2 years.
2. Business Travelers include travelers who came to Thailand for business purpose other than in MICE industry in the
past 2 years.
3. MICE Visitors include foreigners who used to visit MICE events.
 Meetings/Incentives include Corporate Decision Makers and Delegates who used to visit meetings/ incentives
in Thailand and other countries in the past 2 years.
 Conventions include Convention Delegates who used to visit conventions in Thailand and other countries in
the past 2 years.
 Exhibitions include Exhibitors and Tradeshow Visitors who used to visit exhibitions in Thailand and other
countries in the past 2 years.
4. Others include other groups of people who run the business relevant to MICE industry such as hotels, airlines, and
venues.
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More details of the interviewees and method of collecting data are as showed below.
No.

Company

Work position

MICE Organizer = 9
Destination Management Companies (DMC=3)
1
Pornthip Hirunkate
Destination Asia
(Thailand) Ltd.
2
Boontawee Jantasuwan
Events Travel Asia

General
Manager/Director
Managing Director

3

Name - Surname

Anurak Inchuen

INDEED CREATION CO., Managing Director
LTD.
Professional Convention Organizer (PCO=3)
1
Jill Schaefer
WorldTEK Events,LLC
Senior Manager
2

Darren Ng

TTG Asia Media

Managing Director

3

Tony Thompson

World Travel and
Tourism Council

Events Director

Professional Exhibition Organizer (PEO=3)
1
David Aitken
Asian Exhibition
Services (AES) Ltd.
2
Justin Pau
Bangkok Exhibition
Service Limited
3
Rosaline Ng
Globe International
Events Consultancy Pte
Ltd
4
Peram Prasada Rao
TechnoBiz
Communications Co.,
Ltd

CEO & Managing
Director
General Manager
Managing Director

Project Director

Interview
Method

Date

Face to face
Interview
Face to face
Interview
Telephone
Interview

20 JUL 2016

Email
Interview
Email
Interview
Telephone
Interview

6 JUL 2016

Face to face
Interview
Telephone
Interview
Telephone
Interview

17 AUG 2016

Telephone
Interview

5 SEP 2016

26 JUL 2016
8 JUL 2016

26 JUL 2016
10 NOV 2016

29 AUG 2016
19 AUG 2016
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No.

Name - Surname

Business Travelers = 2
1
David Levy
2

Tony Sim

No.

Company
Levco Holdings Ltd.
Hong Kong
Avon Brunei

Name - Surname

Country of origin

MICE Visitors = 4
1
Marlene G. Calangian

From Philippines

2

Hakan Skoglund

From Sweden

3

Chandra Murugan

From Singapore

4

Ghandaru

From Malaysia

No.

Name - Surname

Company

Work position

Interview
Method

Date

Chairman

VDO Call

16 JUL 2016

Representative

Email
Interview

10 NOV 2016

Interview
Method
Face to face
Interview
Face to face
Interview
Face to face
Interview
Face to face
Interview

Work position

Others = 3
1
Arun Theng

Paragon Hall

General Manager

2

Prote Setsuwan

Bangkok Airways

3

Narudol
Rungsubhatanond

Source one international
Co., Ltd

Vice President of
Marketing
Director

Interview
Method
Face to face
Interview
Telephone
Interview
Telephone
Interview

Date
4 AUG 2016
4 AUG 2016
25 AUG 2016
24 AUG 2016

Date
22 JUL 2016
9 SEP 2016
3 NOV 2016
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9.2|Top of mind countries
9.2.1 The top of mind countries among the three groups of interviewees (Mice Organizers, Business Travelers, Mice
Visitors)
Country
Thailand
Singapore
China
Indonesia
Malaysia
Hong Kong
Japan
Korea
India
Taiwan

Weighted mean
31
21
8
7
7
5
6
3
2
0

Remark: Scores are calculated using weighted mean. The country that the samples rated as rank 1 receives 3 points, rank 2 receives 2
points, and rank 3 receives 1 point.

According to the opinions of the 3 groups of interviewees, including MICE organizers (DMC, PCO, and PEO),
business travelers, and MICE visitors, speaking of destination, the top 3 countries are Thailand (rank 1 with 31 points),
followed by Singapore (rank 2 with 21 points), and China (rank 3 with 8 points). Indonesia and Malaysia got 7 points.
Other countries that some samples mentioned are Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, and India. However, no one mentioned
Taiwan.
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Data sorted by groups of interviewees

Interviewees
MICE Organizer
 DMC

 PCO

 PEO
Interviewees
Business Travelers

Mice Visitors
Remark:

Country

Weighted mean

Thailand
Singapore
Indonesia
Thailand
Singapore
Malaysia
Thailand
Singapore
Indonesia
China
Country
China
Thailand
Hong Kong
Singapore
Thailand
Malaysia

9
3
3
6
4
3
9
7
4
4
Weighted mean
3
2
1
8
5
4

Scores are calculated using weighted mean. The country that the samples rated as rank 1 receives 3 points, rank 2
receives 2 points, and rank 3 receives 1 point.

According to the interview with MICE organizer, every group agrees that the top 2 countries for organizers are
Thailand and Singapore. For DMC and PEO groups, Thailand is rank 1, followed by Singapore as rank 2, and
Indonesia as rank 3. For PEO group alone, China is also rank 3. For PCO group, they think of Thailand and Singapore
as rank 1, similarly to the other two groups, and think of Malaysia as rank 3.
According the interview with business travelers, they think of China as rank 1, followed by Thailand and Hong
Kong, respectively. For MICE visitors, Singapore is ranked 1, followed by Thailand and Malaysia, respectively.
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9.2.2

Top of mind country: rank 1 – Thailand

By the overview of the interview with the 3 groups e.g. MICE entrepreneurs and MICE organizers (DMC, PCO,
and PEO), business travelers, and MICE visitors, every group agrees that Thailand is outstanding in terms of
destination, value for money, professionalism, and accessibility.
Destination

By the overview from every group, Thailand is still an outstanding destination. It is rank 1 as tourist destination
in Asia. It is easy to travel and attractive in term of nature. When speaking of Thailand, they think of beautiful beaches
in Phuket and Samui. Some people think of long history and various cultures in each region. For example, Chiang Mai
is known for unique Lanna culture and friendly local people. The northeastern region is rich in Lan Xang culture. In
addition, Thailand offers a wide range of activities. European business travelers will not come for a business talk for
just 2-3 days. They usually spend their holidays before or after their business agenda. This phenomenon is not found
in Hong Kong or Singapore because they seem to lack attractive and unique culture. Therefore, Thailand is a good
choice for tourism and escape and is able to attract tourist for the second visit. Besides, interesting cities apart of
Bangkok also include Chiang Mai, Samui, and Phuket.

“When we announce that we are going to Phuket, our customers say “Oh, Wow!” There are also cultural things like
beautiful buildings and hotels. There are many places they can go such as Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Phuket, and
Pattaya as MICE destinations. Now, more of our customers begin to opt for Samui and Krabi.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“When our customers come to Thailand, beach is their top of mind. Even though their main target is Bangkok, but
the next option is beach destination. That’s the top thing they think of Thailand.”
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)
“Thailand has an advantage in term of location. For example, if a customer request an event near the sea, Thai
beaches are still more beautiful than Bali or Danang, not to mention the looks and tastes of food, in which Thailand
is a better choice. For other things, Vietnam is still behind us, including cultural and historical attractions, and the
pride of Thailand as not having been colonized.”
Anurak, Mice Organization (DMC)

“Thailand is a great MICE destination. By the overview, Thailand is a destination that attracts representatives of
organizations/corporates to come back again, unlike Singapore which does not have attractive places to visit either
before or after business activities.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)
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“Thailand is easily accessible and a good tourist destination. Everyone tourist is excited to come to Bangkok.”
Jill, Mice Organization (PCO)
“Thailand is a favorite and interesting destination. It is easy to travel and offers many places to visit. Other Asian
countries like Hong Kong and Singapore do not have such advantages. Speaking of MICE destination, There are
many other destinations apart from Bangkok. Business travelers from Vietnam came to Thailand and took additional
holidays for a trip. So, apart from business purpose, Thailand attracts people for tourism as well. Thailand is known
for its friendly people and with that visitors feel safe and secure. European visitor would not spend just 2-3 days.
They usually spend their holidays before or after their business activities. This phenomenon is not found in Hong
Kong or Singapore. In other words, Thailand is not just Bangkok; it has also Chiang Mai and Phuket. Facilities in
Bangkok are superb. In contrast, Hong Kong is just Hong Kong, and Singapore is just Singapore alone and nothing
more.”
David, Mice Organization (PEO)
“Bangkok is a great destination for organizing shows/exhibitions. There are many excellent collected activities.”
Justin, Mice Organization (PEO)
“Thailand is number one as tourist destination in Asia. It is easy and convenient to travel.”
Peram, Mice Organization (PEO)
“Thailand has many interesting and attractive leisure activities. Many people come for business purposes and spend
additional time her for vacation and shopping. Food is another factor. Despite not many choices of international
food, local cuisines are various and delicious. Thailand offers many tasty dishes. Thai people are also polite and
friendly. This is another reason that I choose Thailand.”
Rosaline, Mice Organization (PEO)
“Thailand has a lot of tourist attractions and famous destinations such as Samui and Chiang Mai. It has many unique
cultures. People are friendly and easy-going. It is an ideal place for tourism and vacation while Singapore lacks
cultural attractions.”
Chanda, Mice Visitor
“Thailand has various attractions (Phuket and Chiang Mai). Visitors can stay in Thailand for months. There are so
many things to do. Local people in general are friendly and willing to help. There are many choices of food and
beverages at tourist attractions.”
Hagan, Mice Visitor
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“Thailand is a beautiful destination and more popular than Korea. Personally, I want to go to southern Thailand for
once in a lifetime because it has many beaches and shopping centers offering everything ranging from cheap to
expensive and regular to premium product. The food is great and cheap too.
Marlene, Mice Visitor
“Thailand has many great places and things to do and see. It offers unique qualities not found elsewhere.”
Ghandaru, Mice Visitor
“Everyone loves Thailand as a center for vacation. When you come as a businessperson, you can continue as a
tourist, unlike in Hong Kong where there is nothing much to do, either beach or mountain.”
David, Business Traveler
“Thailand has the potentials in terms of mountains, beaches, historical sites, food, regional cultures, and many
modes of tourism. If you go to Chiang Mai, you will see Lanna culture. If you go to the northeast, you will see Lan
Xang culture. The south also offers its own culture. Scenery also varies in different areas. Local people are willing to
welcome tourists, making it more colorful. There have been more of Chinese tourists. Chinese people love fruits and
local food. Some of them know Thailand from movies. European people love beaches. Some of them love culture.
British people love culture while German people love beaches. Each region of Thailand offers different cultures. Taxi
drivers should have good language skills to communicate with foreigners and not cheat or deceive them.”
Prote, Other
However, Thailand can still improve to become more attractive. To be specific, it should conserve the good
cultures, develop tourist attractions to be more interesting, keep historical site to be in good conditions, and maintain
originality of Thailand. The government should come up with a clear policy so that private sector can carry on the
mission.
“Vietnam preserves its classic town and originality. This makes it more interesting. Towns and cities in Thailand are
more westernized, making it look not much different from other cities by the look. Unique heritages in Thailand are
usually deep into the forest and not in the city. Therefore, Thailand should preserve its fading original cultures or
bring back the lost ones.”
Anurak, Mice Organization (DMC)
“What Thailand needs to preserve is the color of coming to Thailand. In this way, it means the variety offered to
tourists. Tourism attractions need to be more interesting. Historical sites should be maintained in good conditions for
a long time. The government should set a clear policy for private sector to follow.”
Prote, Other
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“Most foreign visitors choose to spend the days after the expo for travelling while beaches on the south and the east
of Thailand are their main destinations. Most of them like it a lot because there are many shopping places and the
transportations are super easy and convenient.”
Narudol,Other
The issues that Thailand is recommended to improve are political stability and safety. The changing political
atmosphere increases the risk for organizers. Bombings in Thailand worry European visitors. Some local people are
not cooperative and only want money such as corrupted Tuk Tuk or taxi drivers. These are the concerns that make
visitors consider other alternative countries.
“For our customers, safety is the priority. Without shootings and strikes, the demand is higher this year. Perception
about the destination is important. If they feel safe, they want to come. No news is good news, but if there is an
uprising in Thailand, there comes an effect. People will cancel their trip even if reserved. The incident at
Ratchaprasong last year cost cancellations of 15 groups.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“The disadvantages about Thailand are insecurity, instability, and political issues. Visitors coming now are only those
really want to come. Compared to Thailand, Singapore is more stable in terms of economy and politics.”
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)
“The cons about Thailand are political instability and the changing political atmosphere, increasing the risk for
organizers. We are worried about political insecurity of Thailand.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)

“The perception about Thailand is the instability of the government.”
Jill, Mice Organization (PCO)
“Even though Thailand responds to security issues very quickly, the number of European tourists has been
plummeting because they are concerned over the safety of long trip.”
David, Mice Organization (PEO)
“There are concerns over bombings in Thailand. Sometimes, it affects the decision of visitors, and that’s the
challenge for us as organizers.”
Rosaline, Mice Organization (PEO)
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“I want to roam the south of Thailand, but I’m worried that some local people want to deceive me for money. In
Korea, I don’t have to worry for that or pickpocketing.”
Marlene, Mice Visitor
“Thai people are very friendly and helpful, except Tuk Tuk and taxi drivers.”
Hakan, Mice Visitor
“For Thailand, I’m worried about safety, bombings, and security in the destination. On the other hand, I would feel
safer day and night in Singapore.”
Ghandaru, Mice Visitor
“Speaking of business events, we have to look from other people’s perspective and they think that Thailand is not
safe. The country has negative image for security. News coverage of the press poses the concerns for some of my
customers to visit Thailand. If we are going to hold an event in Thailand, the first question that they ask us is “how
do you that that it is safe there?”
David, Business Traveler

Value for money
By the overview, the interviewees think that Thailand is outstanding in term of price competitiveness. Tourists
can choose from standard package to 5-star hotel, depending on their budget. The prices are reasonable, be it
accommodation, food and beverages, and cost of domestic traveling. Compared to Singapore and Hong Kong,
visitors to these countries need to have twice more budget than in Thailand. If the event is held in Thailand, the same
money can do much more, including accommodation, meeting room, social program, or even gifts for the customers.
“Thailand is a good choice in term of value for money. The prices are stable compared to Bali and Singapore which
depend on season system of the demand and supply. For such other things as hospitality and food, Thailand still
enjoys the advantage.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“If we hold an event in Thailand, the value for money is great. We used hold a lot of events for American customers
in Singapore and Hong Kong. The budgets are twice as much. If we win bidding for organizing an event, we prefer
Thailand. It is worth the money. With the same budget, we can do more in Thailand than other countries. We can
have accommodation, meeting rooms, social program, and even gift for customers.”
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)
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“The factor of cost makes Thailand more attractive than other countries.”
David, Mice Organization (PEO)
“One of the factors is additional cost that exhibitors and visitors have to bear when they come to exhibitions. In
Thailand, additional costs are low compared to other countries. Also, the prices of venue in Thailand are
competitive.”
Justin, Mice Organization (PEO)
“Thailand has competitive prices and that makes the margin bigger for organizers, resulting in sustainable
business.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)
“There are many fantastic international 5-star hotels available in Thailand.”
Tony, Mice Organization (PCO)
“Thailand is of good price. It is worth the money. With the same budget, we have more in Thailand than other
countries, obviously more attractive than Singapore.”
Ghandaru, Mice Visitor
“In Thailand, hotels and traveling costs are cheap. With the same budget, you can stay at the Mandarin Oriental
Hotel in Bangkok, but a small hotel in Tokyo.”
Hakan, Mice Visitor
“In Thailand, prices are reasonable and competitive.”
David, Business Traveler
“For Thailand, tourists can choose to stay at 5-star hotel or a standard hotel according their budget. The country
offers many different options.”
Prote, Other
“Travelling and living costs, including hotel room, travelling expense like taxi or else are cheaper in Thailand,
compared to other countries, making the country become interesting destination for foreign visitors.”
Narudol,Other
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However, the issues that need improvement for Thailand include fair pricing of hotel business, not cutting prices to
steal customer. These will negatively affect hotel industry as a whole in the long run. There should be, therefore,
cooperation among the entrepreneurs to create positive image in the future. In Singapore and Hong Kong, they make
an agreement to prevent unreasonable discounts.
“Pricing of hotels in Thailand is not stable. It makes the country a cheap destination, which is good in some way. But
in the long run, it is not good. Hotels are competing in lowering their prices to fight for customer. It sometimes
makes business model different. Sometimes, hotels talk to customers directly, making it difficult for us to manage.
Other countries like Singapore or Hong Kong do not have such an issue. They need to cooperate to create a better
image in the long run.
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)

Professionalism
By the overview, the interviewees think that professionalism of Thailand stands out, especially for hospitality
and smiling face. Staff members are usually complimented for good welcome and service mind. The level of service is
excellent, which is hard to find in fellow Asian countries like Myanmar, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Cambodia, Laos, and
China. Guests can feel sincerity and don’t feel forced. Staff members are also very helpful. No matter what the request
it, the hotels take it rather seriously to satisfy. In term of MICE industry, Thailand is more professional than Vietnam in
terms of accommodation, tour guide, staff members. Thai people take a better care than Vietnamese and Indonesian
people. However, the big obstacle is management and the struggling English. In Thailand, only top level executives
can speak English while operational level staff members cannot. This is the barrier that bars them from understanding
and satisfying the customers’ requests. It makes Thailand look like a second grade country that cannot break through
language barrier. Hotels in Bangkok are more ready in term of language skills, service mind, and enthusiasm to serve
than in Chiang Mai. The performance of Chiang Mai is way behind Bangkok. Singaporean people have excellent
English. The language skills of Thailand are somewhere similar to Indonesia. Therefore, Thailand should prepare its
human resource and inform local people about tourist attractions nearby. Money received from tourism should be used
for development of local areas like in other countries. This will make local people understand the importance of
language. It may encourage students to learn English and help tourists. Common expressions for helping tourists
should be inserted into the curriculum.”
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“When our customers come to Thailand, they usually compliment on hospitality of staff and people in general. They
feel welcomed and the sense of true hospitality, not being forced to do. However, language skills are lower than
other countries. It needs step by step improvement. Now, the government requires English to be compulsory from
elementary school compared to junior high school in the past. It starts getting better. It takes some more time before
these kids grow up. In comparison, Singapore has excellent English while Thailand is at the same level as
Indonesia.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“Human resource is very important. Thailand has the disadvantage because people in general have poor English. If
they do not know the language, they will never know the details and satisfy the needs of customers. Onsite service
is also an issue. People love Thailand for its hospitality and smiling face. Without proper language, it makes Thailand
look like a second grade country. We need to place higher importance on English and that will make Thailand
better.”
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)
“In term of MICE industry, Thailand is more professional than Vietnam in terms of accommodation, tour guide, staff
members. The performance of staff members in Chiang Mai is lower than Bangkok. Many hotels in Bangkok are
more ready, including in terms of service mind and enthusiasm. In comparison, Chiang Mai is like Ho Chi Minh City.
In term of language, Chiang Mai is behind Vietnam. For flexibility, Thailand is better. If a customer requests
something, the hotel takes it seriously to satisfy. It is more enthusiastic to expand the activities and sales.”
Anurak, Mice Organization (DMC)
“Thailand has a good culture of service, but the huge barrier is language.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)
“All of MICE value chain’s suppliers in Thailand are experienced people who are super friendly, courteous and pleasant
to work with. The same as people in Hong Kong CVB, they are highly efficient who would help making good connections
as well as keeping every structure and process in place. Hong Kong benefits from being linked to international world.
Thus, high numbers of expats create industrial professionals.”
Tony, Mice Organization (PCO)
“There is a huge problem of communicate. Interpreters are required for business talk. From our experience, only top
executives can speak English while operational staff cannot. They usually nod, pretending they understand. In fact,
they don’t, because they cannot do what we asked. This leads to misunderstanding and waste of time. It is not
trivial. It is something that Thailand needs to improve.”
Chanda, Mice Visitor
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“Thailand has a low system of management. They do not have recommendation and schedule. English is a huge
obstacle. I used to get lost on BTS, but staff members did not speak English. When I came for a meeting, the
coordinator did not speak English. It was such a waste of time and led to misunderstanding.”
Marlene, Mice Visitor
“The language barrier makes it hard to understand which way to go. We could not communicate. This also happens
in Japan.”
Hakan, Mice Visitor
“Everyone in Thailand is friendly and hospitable throughout the trip. I was entertained and relaxed. However, English
needs to improve. It is hard to communicate with local people, taxi driver, people in and outside of MICE industry.
When I take a taxi, I have to use Google Map navigator all the time even going to the famous place like Queen Sirikit
Convention Center and the hotel staff at Best Western Sukumvit told the driver where to go. I Think Malaysian people
speak English better than Thais.”
Ghandaru, Mice Visitor
“Thailand has very good level of service. People are very hospitable and nicer. In China, service level is
unpredictable. However, Thailand is not as stable as Hong Kong where MICE people are more professional and
their level of service is consistent.”
David, Business Traveler
“Thailand should prepare human resource and make local people understand tourist attractions nearby. We want the
government to understand the importance of tourism and enable young people to be able to assist tourist at least at
the basic level, both in term of language and common sense. In some countries, they use the income from local
tourism to develop the surrounding area, making local people understand the importance of tourism. This does not
require additional budget. Simply add basic English into the curriculum. Now the burden lies with private sector.”
Prote, Other
“Thailand has a good resource of service culture and excellent service attitude. However, English is a weakness.
Service and attitude is excellent, hard to find in fellow Asian countries like Myanmar, Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
Cambodia, or Laos. Staff members at Paragon have service flexibility, capability, and willingness to service all
customers. To strengthen convention, both service and technology need to be combined.”
Taloon, Other
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Accessibility
By the overview, every group agrees that accessibility to Thailand is easy, including application for Visa,
compared to the troublesome visa application for China. Also, connecting travel is simple. Aviation industry is still
growing and there are a lot of flights to and from many cities. Thailand is a good hub for air travel. Availability of direct
flights helps travelers save their time. There are direct flights to Europe. The location of Thailand is right at the center of
Southeast Asia and the connecting point of the region. It has attracted people in the region and surrounding regions.
However, what needs improvement is preparedness of government agencies overseeing aviation business in
Thailand.
“Accessibility is of the essence. Thailand is more at the center than Singapore. It is true that Singapore is close to
Oceania, but Thailand is close to everywhere including AEC and Middle East. For accessibility, Singapore is a little
behind Thailand. Customers come to Thailand with ease because of its location at the center of Southeast Asia. Our
target delegates find it easy to come to Thailand, with many available direct flights from and to Europe and
America.”
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)

“Thailand has good accessibility. It is a good connecting point for air travel.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)
“It is easy to enter Thailand.”
Jill, Mice Organization (PCO)
“Thailand has good logistics and connection. Exhibitors and visitors from Europe and other Asian countries can
enter the country with ease.”
Peram, Mice Organization (PEO)
“Thailand is the connecting center of the region. We can also travel in Bangkok.”
Justin, Mice Organization (PEO)
“Thailand is most accessible. The easy access to Thailand attracts people in Southeast Asia and surrounding
regions. There are many flights available and connecting flights. Visa regulations are not too complicated. There are
many direct flights with competitive prices. Direct flights make it simple for visitors from Europe, India, Hong Kong,
Singapore, China, and Japan.”
David, Mice Organization (PEO)
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“Thailand does not require a visa and there are a lot of flights.”
Chanda, Mice Visitor
“The advantage of Thailand is the flight duration to the country and to other cities.”
Hakan, Mice Visitor
“The advantage about Thailand is the cost of traveling (flight) and free-of-charge visa, unlike the complicated and
time-consuming visa application to Japan.”
Marlene, Mice Visitor
“Thailand has an advantage of good logistics location and simple visa application, unlike the visa application to
China which usually has problems.”
David, Business Traveler
“Thailand By the overview, aviation industry in Thailand has starting introducing more flights to minor cities in the
region. Online tickets are easy to buy. The business grows. It is important to develop Bangkok as the hub to support
the visit of tourists and businesspersons. However, Thailand still needs to improve preparedness of government
agencies in charge of airline businesses.”
Prote, Other
“The foreign entrepreneurs who want their products to be presented in the exhibition usually let Thai company
arrange everything for them. However, they still get great assistance from public sector such as the exemption from
taxation of imported products.”
Narudol,Other
Infrastructure

By the overview, every group thinks that infrastructure of Thailand is good at a certain level. In Bangkok, it is
easy to travel with BTS, MRT, and other transportation links. Tourists can take BTS train, catch a Tuk Tuk, and ride a
long-tail boat as an interesting city tour. Sometimes, there is coordination with BTS to buy the ticket for the whole train
to create an opportunity and difference, turn the problem into opportunity because the traffic in Bangkok is in crisis. It
is important to plan the trip to minimize the impact. Location of the hotel should be selected carefully to match the
travel plan. For example, if the hotel is the Oriental next to the river, the activities should also be around the river. It
could be VIP exclusive boat to avoid land transportation. You can opt for using police car to add the value, making the
customers feel special. However, something that should be improved is the link to airports, train stations, boat piers to
be easily connected. With the improvement, it could become an important economic strategy. BTS and MRT should be
combined as one single system (using one ticket). Technology should be introduced, such as the display, to help
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tourists understand how to travel to their destinations or other landmarks. It is an attempt to show that Thailand is
careful in small details.
“The traffic in Thailand is very hard to solve. Travel planners need to calculate for the minimal impact. This is the
disadvantage of regional agenda that still has no way to solve. There is nothing we can do when time is
unpredictable. What is the way to make their journey enjoyable? We have our solution. We can choose the hotel
location suitable for the program. For example, if the hotel is the Oriental next to the river, the activities should also
be around the river. It could be VIP exclusive boat to avoid land transportation. You can opt for using police car to
add the value, making the customers feel special. In comparison, Hong Kong also has bad traffic, but the roads are
wider there. All in all, Hong Kong is a little better.”
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)
“We have developed in the past few years. We took BTS, Tuk Tuk, and long-tail boat to make a city tour. We have to
turn crisis into opportunity. We have made a deal with BTS operator to buy the whole train. This opportunity makes a
difference. We have been doing this for 3-4 years.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“Bangkok has pretty good infrastructure but its traffic is extremely congested. This is a big challenge because the
heavy traffic makes it hard to plan or to move delegates around, besides, events schedule is not easy to adjust.
While it is easier in Japan to get between two summit locations or even social events such as gala dinner and tour
program, since the country has highly efficient logistics and transportations”
Tony, Mice Organization (PCO)
“The important thing is Thailand has a lot of transportation links. It is easy to travel. You can get into the city by taxi
or train, which is cheaper than in Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan, and Korea. Accommodation in the city and the
suburb is very simple and inexpensive.”
David, Mice Organization (PEO)
“Bangkok has BTS and MRT, which is very convenient. However, both systems should be combined in one ticket.
Public transportation is still difficult to use.”
Chanda, Mice Visitor
“Based on my experience, in Thailand it is easy to go to airports or suburban area using BTS. The tickets are easy
to buy. My suggestion is the use of technology like a display screen to make tourists understand the landmark. It
shows how the country is careful in detail.”
Marlene, Mice Visitor
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“Basic infrastructure is not developed as it should, including roads and public transportation.”
Ghandaru, Mice Visitor
“With BTS, it is convenient to travel around the city.”
Hakan, Mice Visitor
“If Thailand follows the road map of logistics to connect air travel, train, and road more clearly, it will have double
track railway and large airports in the countryside, and transportation will be easier. Thailand is at the center of
upper ASEAN. It can be a strategic economic location. The airline business is now supporting tourism. If airline
industry is not strong, tourism will be affected. Fewer people will come to the country. Thailand should continue to
develop its airports, the links of trains and boat, to make travel easier.”
Prote, Other

9.2.3 Top of mind country: rank 2 – Singapore
Every group agrees that Singapore is outstanding in term of accessibility, professionalism, accommodation,
and infrastructure.
Infrastructure
Singapore is outstanding in term of infrastructure. Transportation is easy because the network is connected. It
is the center of the region and has world-class infrastructure. Almost everything is excellent and convenient, including
public transportation, hotels, taxi, restaurants, and accessibility to these things important for organizers. Singapore has
everything. They are punctual and can satisfy the needs of delegates.

“Singapore has easy access to infrastructure and well-prepared in many respects.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“Singapore is the destination that has world-class infrastructure. The people do everything according to rules and
principle, and can satisfy the needs of delegates.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)
“Singapore has the best infrastructure, including public transportation, hotels, taxi, restaurants, and access to the
important things for exhibition organizers. It has the best infrastructure and the center of the region.”
Justin, Mice Organization (PEO)
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“Singapore has the market that organizers choose to hold the event because of its good infrastructure. it is easy for
organizers to run the event because everything is systematic and suitable.”
Rosaline, Mice Organization (PEO)
“It is important for visitors who have not visited the destination to use easy public transportation. And Singapore has
easy public transportation that can link to everything.”
Chanda, Mice Visitor
“Infrastructure is greatly developed and suitable in Singapore.”
Ghandaru, Mice Visitor
Professionalism
Singapore is outstanding in term of professionalism. It has good management system, better than Thailand,
especially English. Singaporean people speak and understand English. There is no problem of communication. It is
easy to communicate with local people, saving time and energy. However, people are not as friendly as in other Asian
countries. In term of business, they are not so willing to support and do not have very close relationship.
“Singapore is very efficient and it is easy to communicate with people.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)
“Singapore is an English speaking country has better management system than Thailand. However, people are not
as kind as people in other countries in Asia.”
Chanda, Mice Visitor
“Singaporean people speak and understand English. It is easy to communicate with them, helping us save time and
energy.”
Ghandaru, Mice Visitor
“Singaporean people are professional, but they are colder than Thai people. In term of business, they are not very
supportive and do not have warm relationship. Their language skills are very good like in Sweden. There is no
problem in communication at all in Singapore. It is the best. In Japan, English is weak at every level.”
Hakan, Mice Visitor
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Accessibility
Singapore is very easy to access. People love going to Singapore because it has a good link of air travel. It is
close to Oceania countries. The government is very supportive. That is why Singapore is very attractive as the venue of
events.
“We choose Singapore because of accessibility and many other things such as flights and connectivity.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“The good thing about Singapore is accessibility because it is located near Oceania.”
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)

“Singapore has good access through air travel.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)
“Singapore is popular because it is easy to enter. The government provides strong support for organizing events.
Singaporean government has a large incentive that attracts organizers like in Malaysia.”
Jill, Mice Organization (PCO
9.2.3 The top of mind country: rank 3 – China
By the overview, every group thinks that China is outstanding in terms of economic, business opportunity, and
accommodation.
Economic
China is an interesting MICE destination because it has a huge market. It has access to the market and other
businesses. It is considered to have the best business opportunity. In addition, there are many exhibitions in China.
However, manufacturers are still concerned that if they produce the products in China, it might be copied.
“China is a very attractive market. It can link to the big market and other business. It is the best business
opportunity, a lot larger than Thailand.”
David, Mice Organization (PEO)
“Speaking of MICE destination, China is my top of mind because it has the largest market.”
Justin, Mice Organization (PEO)
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“China has a lot of exhibitions. But it needs to find the unique selling point and to feed into the China markets. One
of the challenges is the concern of manufacturers that their products may be copied. There are a lot of fake
products in China. Indonesia also has big market, but the economy is quite stagnant.”
Rosaline, Mice Organization (PEO)
Accommodation
China offers many choices of accommodation, including hotels and resort, depending on the destination city.
“China is a huge and great country that offers many things. Businesswise, people would choose Shanghai and
Beijing. Resort-wise, people would choose Yunnan and Hainan. China offers more choices of hotels than Thailand.”
David, Business Traveler
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9.3|The factors that might affect the decision to participate in organizing MICE events
9.3.1 The factors that might affect the decision to participate in organizing MICE events - overview
Among the four groups of interviewees i.e. MICE organizers (DMC, PCO, and PEO), business travelers, MICE
visitors, and others, they consider the top 3 factors e.g. destination, accessibility, and economic. Other factors also
include value for money and facilities.
Considering the overview of informants

Interviewees

MICE Organizer
Business Travelers
Mice Visitors
Others

Factors
Destination

Weighted mean

Accessibility

15

Economic

14

Value for Money

10

Facilities

8

20
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Data sorted by groups of interviewees

Interviewees

MICE Organizers

Business Travelers

Factors
Destination

Weighted mean
12

Facilities

7

Value for Money

5

Infrastructure

6

Accommodation

4

Accessibility

2

Government/Politic

2

Accessibility

3

Destination

2

Facilities

1
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Interviewees

Mice Visitors

Others

Factors
Economic

Weighted mean
11

Accessibility

5

Infrastructure

4

Value for Money

3

Accommodation

2

Professionalism

2

Destination

1

Accessibility

5

Destination

5

Professionalism

1

Economic

3

Value for Money

2

1st Factor - Destination
By the overview, the 4 groups think that destination is the most important factor. They think that the image and
culture of the country should be beautiful. It could be an experience to traditional and authentic way of life, new tourist
attractions presented in a different way. There should be various activities to attract tourist before or after the event.
There should be good restaurants, places to visit, and shopping destinations for them.
In addition, safety in the destination is also a key factor. Stability of the government brings about positive
impact on tourism. Stability could be reflected through no sign of street demonstration and bombings. Tourists are not
attacked or robbed. Travel is safe. The country should have sky train or subway, the safe ways of public transportation
so that tourists feel safe from being taken advantage of by taxi drivers. Charge and fee collection should be based on
clear standard. There should be a specific law for such an issue.
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“We will choose the country with cultural variety. There should be many interesting things to experience. It is the
thing that customers want to know what they are going to see and learn. The thing that excites them most is the
authentic identity of the country. For example, customers are more excited to go to Bali and Vietnam than Thailand
because in those destinations, they get to learn authentic way of life of local people. The way of life is well
conserved and their identities are more unique.”
Anurak, Mice Organization (DMC)

“Destination is the most important factor. The image and culture of the country should be beautiful. The view from
the hotel should be scenic. There should be many places to visit. Customers usually think about culture, food, and
prices in the local city. Customer will say “wow”. There should be more tourist attractions like in new cities, or more
things to do, more destinations to visit.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“The destination country should offer many activities to do or places to visit after the event, including food and

shopping centers. The government should be stable and have the policy to support tourism. In addition, our
government and that of the destination country should have a good relationship so that we feel comfortable
contacting about the work.”
Marlene, Mice Visitor
“An important thing is the safety of the destination country. Security is a concern when a visitor goes go the country
new to them. Speaking of security, we think of Singapore whereas about Thailand we have heard of street
demonstration and bombing.”
Ghandaru, Mice Visitor
“It should present a new experience and have reasons for another visit.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)
“Experience in cultural tourism is very important. In fact, when customers choose the destination country, they use
their feelings to decide what country is more interesting.”
David, Mice Organization (PEO)
“The system for migration about safety should be surely free of attack and burglary. If there are such issues, they
should not to the level of death. Travel is safe. The country should have sky train or subway, the safe ways of public
transportation so that tourists feel safe from being taken advantage of by taxi drivers. Charge and fee collection
should be based on clear standard. There should be a specific law for such an issue.”
Taloon, Other
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2nd Factor - Accessibility
By the overview, all 4 groups think that another decision making factor is accessibility, including travel
formality: visa, customs, and ease of entering the country. The destination should be at the center of traveling.
Connecting flight should be minimized i.e. not more than one. The stopover time should not be more than 2-3 hours.
The trip from hotel to airport should be shorter than 45 minutes. There should be government support for the industry,
including cooperation from each industry. For example, China has very good incentives that attract foreign organizers
to hold exhibitions in the country. The government facilitates the operation or sometimes provides free venue.

“The important thing is how many access flights there are because our customers come from many countries. The
maximum transit acceptable should not be more than one, and the transit time should not exceed 2-3 hours. The trip
from hotel to airport should not be too far. It should not take more than 45 minutes. In case of Singapore, it takes
only 30 minutes. For Bali, after road reconstruction, it should not take more than 45 minutes.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“An important factor is the support from the government for the industry, including supports, cooperation, and
conditions of the industry. Malaysia and Singapore perform quite well on this part, but not very well. China has very
good incentives. When we were new to the market and had no idea where to start, China has provided support for
organizers to attract participants. In China, the venues usually belong to the government, allowing it to make a
decision to propose incentives to attract foreign organizers to hold exhibition in the country. The facilitation makes
thing easier. For the first event, the venue is free of charge for the organizer. Just bring the event. We can try the
market in China. The country proposes the incentive plan of 3-5 years to help us organize events in this country.”
Rosaline, Mice Organization (PEO)
“The factor affecting ease of traveling to the destination includes the ease of traveling in the country.”
Marlene, Mice Visitor
“We have to consider the time of flying to the destination and time of traveling into the city.”
Hakan, Mice Visitor

“The important thing is that entering the country should be easy; customs should be quick.”
Prote, Other
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“The factor for selecting MICE destination is accessibility. It should be a center for travel. Customs and visa formality
should be convenient.”
Taloon, Other
3rd Factor - Economic
By the overview, the 4 groups of interviewees think that another factor to be considered is economic,
including market potential, business opportunities, size of the market, market needs, access to target from overseas,
the number of buyers and sellers in the market, and the right qualities for the industry. For example, Thailand is has
good potentials due to good location, local market, and large manufacturing sector including food, beauty, cosmetics,
tourism, healthcare, medical supplies, and high technologies. It can even become the center of ceramic market in
Asia. Singapore, on the other hand, is suitable for becoming the board of trade, the trading hub, not the industry hub
because the market is still limited to technology. India is a growing market and a large industrial market. It has a good
location for management. China market is a lot bigger than Thailand. It is more attractive and has access to other
markets and businesses. It is considered to have the best business opportunities.
“Since tourism is very critical to Thai economy, going abroad does concern in many aspects. Market size is one of
the main concerns. When leaving for a business trip, meeting new people for business proposes with interesting
prospects, companies, and industries is very important. This typically involves with quality events.”
Tony, Mice Organization (PCO)
“What should be considered is market needs, the industry to work on, and the industry that we are going to make
exhibitions for, which may vary. Exhibitions in this region are quite stable. It means that if a certain industry already
has exhibitions in Asia, we need to find another industry that the market wants to see, meaning the demand from
customer. That is to say, we need to have exhibitors before holding an event. Another key factor that Thailand
performs well this year is large retail industry. That is why we choose to show exhibitions in Thailand. More
importantly, we do not go into Thailand market, but China as well.”
Rosaline, Mice Organization (PEO)
“Access to other markets and business industry is another factor for choosing the country. We need to determine
how many businesses there are in the destination country, how big the production factories and the markets are for
food, tourism, medical supplies, and high technologies. In Singapore, trade exhibitions are not very interesting
because the number of factories is very small and the variety of business is limited. The only attractive thing about
Singapore is establishment of board of trade to import and export, making Singapore the trading hub, not the
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industry hub. China is very attractive as it is also a door to another market and business. It is considered to have the
best business opportunity and the market size is a lot larger than Thailand.”
David, Mice Organization (PEO)
“The important factor is economic. In Thailand, it is okay, depending on each industry. The industries that I make
exhibitions for such as food, services, tourism, are rather stable at high level. I think Myanmar is an emerging market
and could become a challenge for Thailand as a competing destination.”
Justin, Mice Organization (PEO)
“An important factor is local markets. There are a lot of manufacturers in Thailand. That is good for having
exhibitions to find a market for running a business in Thailand, not just showing an exhibition. I think India is a
growing market and a large industrial market with good location for management.”
Peram, Mice Organization (PEO)
“A key factor is the market potential. It is important for choosing the destination country. Thailand should find more
opportunities overseas (The government has not supported.) to reach main target from other countries and attract
them into Thailand. It is important to choose the event/conference/industry that Thailand has the right qualities to
do.”
Chanda, Mice Visitor
“One thing to consider is the market potential in term of business and investment. There are more markets in many
industries, with many buyers and sellers. Thailand has such potential. It has the markets of beauty, cosmetics, and
clinic. There are more market opportunities, but unfortunately, most Thai people cannot speak English.”
Marlene, Mice Visitor
“The size of market is very important for making a decision. There is no reason to go for a business trip to a country
just because it is beautiful. We need to meet people or see business, companies, or industries that we are
interested in. Thailand is a giant of Asia in ceramic industry. It can become the center of this industry due to good
location while Singapore market is limited only to technologies.”
Hakan, Mice Visitor
“Economic and market potential must match with the supply/demand. Thailand is strong in term of healthcare.
Without good economic and market potential, business cannot run. We are going to lose capital and opportunities.”
Ghandaru, Mice Visitor
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“Market and purchasing power of people are the most important factors for foreign entrepreneurs in choosing where
to go. Thailand is also an industrial machinery hub in Asean. Visitors from around the world come in to explore
opportunities. Other than that, there are technologies about livestock such as pork and seafood, Thailand is also
number one in the world. In the future, there is a high potential to continuously grow as of now there is an increasing
number of organizers and exhibitions.”
Narudol,Other
4th Factor - Value for Money
By the overview, the 4 groups think that another important factor is price. The price must be competitive and
worth the money. The cost of the trip, including traveling and accommodation, should be worth the value of money and
within the budget. For Thailand, the price is usually as expected. For Singapore, the price is higher, but it is worth it
because it is reasonable and there is no fraud.

“Price is also important, including the package, accommodation, tour, and sight-seeing. No matter where the
location is, every event requires budget. Make sure the expenses are not more than the budget.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“I think in the future the budget will remain the same, but expectation higher. We have to live with it and be more
flexible.”
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)
“Competitive price will bring more margin for the organizers, resulting in sustainable business.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)
“Value for money plays an important role in decision making when it comes to going abroad either for traveling or
business purposes. Different country contains different cost of living e.g. Tokyo has a higher cost of living than
Bangkok. Being prepared for money to be spent can help reducing the gap between amount of money spent and
trip's expectations. Standard hotel rooms in Japan are too small for international delegates who need bigger room
spaces and more accommodate facilities.”
Tony, Mice Organization (PCO)
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“The price of everything should be worth the money, including food. In Singapore, it is worth more expensive price
because the price is reasonable and of no fraud.”
Chanda, Mice Visitor
“Money should be spent for the right worth throughout the trip. In Thailand, the price is as expected while Japan is
rather too expensive.”
Hakan, Mice Visitor
“Another crucial issue is the exhibition costs, especially costs of renting area for the booths, they used to be
cheaper here in Thailand, compared to other countries, now started to be more expensive. If there’s still no control,
I’m afraid it would be worse.”
Narudol,Other
5th Factor - Facilities
By the overview, the 4 groups think that an important factor is facilities. That is to say, the country should have
many choices of venues of different sizes, ranging from small, medium, and large. The venue should be convenient for
the event and customers to travel. Limitations in area of hotel or venue should be minimal. For example, in Samui, the
number of large seminar venues is low. The government should invest to build convention center for larger groups and
let private sector manage. In addition, it is important to consider availability of equipment in the seminar, such as light
and sound systems. In comparison, preparedness is more or less the same between Thailand and Vietnam, but
Vietnam has better production because the material is of better quality. Vietnam can control the costs; its staff
members are more professional.
“We need to consider availability of venues. Now we have a group of 10-20 thousand people, and are trying to find
the right place harder every year. As a buyer in Southeast Asia, for 2017, we are planning to find the possible
destination for us. The problem is, the schedule of Impact Arena is not available for our schedule. Another option
would be BITEC. I think Thailand offers more choices of venues compared to Hong Kong and Singapore which have
only Suntec and Marina Bay Sands, and SG Indoor Stadium, which are busy nearly all the time.”
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)

“Regarding facilities, convenient facilities comes before infrastructure. Thailand is quite convenient to find these
facilities compared to other countries. For venues, Thailand has the same limitation as Vietnam, Indonesia, and
everywhere else in term of limited space of hotel or venue. Bangkok offers anything ranging from small, medium,
and large venue. Chiang Mai is a new city to support new business. Samui has very limited number of large seminar
rooms. Vietnam has the same level of preparedness as Thailand in term of seminar equipment. But the former is
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better in term of production and quality material. So it is easier to control the cost and staff members are more
professional.”
Anurak, Mice Organization (DMC)

“In term of venue, Singapore is great for Meetings, Conventions, and Exhibitions. It is easy for customers to travel.
Thailand and Bali are alike. They have large exhibition and conference rooms. I want Thailand to have Phuket
Convention Center. Without a convention center, we cannot bring the larger group. The capacity of Phuket is limited
only to 500 people. The government should invest and let private sector to manage like in Chiang Mai. Let the
private sector manage from the beginning for quick development because Phuket is also a MICE city.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“Venue is the main reason for making a decision. Some countries have limited choices. Thailand does not offer a lot
of choices just like Hong Kong.”
Darren, Mice Organization (PCO)
“Venue is a reason for making a decision. Thailand venues are fantastic while Japan has the latest and newest
technology of summit production; however, the choices of venues are still limited.”
Tony, Mice Organization (PCO)
“The first thing that we consider a country is the venue. Bangkok has many excellent venues such as Impact Arena,
but the location is pretty far. BITEC is now made larger, but still not spacious enough. I think Thailand should
improve both in term of size of the venue and its location. We want something big and good location easily
accessible. A good exhibition venue should be spacious, with large open hall, areas easy to use. It should be good
for exhibitors and visitors.”
Justin, Mice Organization (PEO)
“The decision making factor is the venue. Malaysia has the venue right in Kuala Lumpur City Centre (shopping mall),
making it easy and convenient to go. When visitors have free time, they can take a walk or go shopping. It is timesaving, energy-saving, and not too crowded.”
Ghandaru, Mice Visitor
“There should be many choices of large exhibition venues. China offers many choices for various types of
conferences.”
David, Business Traveler
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“In choosing exhibition venues, the convenience of location is important. It is also necessary to consider your target
group whether they are business people or general consumers. For example, some locations in Thailand are good
for locals, people who live in condominium or people who drive, but it might not be convenient for business meeting
because of inaccessible public transportation.”
Narudol,Other

9.4| Opinion and Experience toward TCEB
9.4.1 Opinion toward performance of TCEB – Overview
By the overview, every group thinks that TCEB is outstanding in term of professionalism. In other word, TCEB
work in a pro-active manner, improves its performance and flexibility. More importantly, TCEB has provided great
financial support. However, it lacks proficiency of management. Something that should be improved is effectiveness of
agencies working on such issues as image of the country and communication. There should be more PR campaigns to
make Thailand more known through another agent and use the budget effectively.
Professionalism
TCEB is one of the most pro-active agencies to support MICE industry. It has improved a lot in terms of
management, data, campaign, clearer criteria, coordination between private sectors and associations. These efforts
allow TCEB to greatly satisfy the industry. In addition, it works seamlessly with the government and organizers to
attract visitors. Furthermore, working process and financial matters of TCEB is faster than before. Coordination is made
shorter and is able to provide aids. Staff members are more effective. TCEB works more like a private organization
than a government one. Its decision is impartial and fair. However, there are rooms for improvement such as
development of good relationship with organizers and increasing flexibility.

“From last year, TCEB has improved a lot in term of management. It has set everything more systematic. In the past,
we had to wait even when everything had been confirmed. Now the guideline is clear. It is something very
achievable. It is clear criteria of campaign. Data are accessible and brought out to use easily. In the past, working
with TCEB was a pain like working with a government agency. Now TCEB is a satisfying name from foreigners’
perspective. They think Thailand is moving to the right direction in term of coordination between private sector and
private associations such as airlines. Many things can be shared and that keeps the positive image. TCEB has a
good team for MICE capability. It is very impressive that every program and every initiative can satisfy the needs of
the industry.”
Boontawee, Mice Organization (DMC)
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“Working process and financial process are a little faster. Coordination is satisfactory. Something non-financial is
pretty fast. Usually, Pakistani customers get visa very slowly. But TCEB can coordinate with the Embassy to make
the process faster. That’s very helpful.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“I have been working and contacting with government agencies in many manners. Speaking of TCEB, it has been
good experience. Thailand should be proud to have personnel working effectively. I would like to compliment that it
is one of a few organizations that do not work like government agencies. The decision is clear, transparent, and
impartial.”
Anurak, Mice Organization (DMC)
“TCEB is a very helpful method as it helps to combine altogether a winning proposal and getting a project started.
This project was later handed over to TAT, a government institution, which reflects in a reduction of processing
speed. The project is responsible by a marketing director who has less expertise when comparing to event
specialists like TCEB. TCEB is confirmed to have better supports in terms of event management and infrastructure.”
Tony, Mice Organization (PCO)

“TCEB performs excellently to satisfy MICE industry. It also supports infrastructure for good exhibitions. It works
together very well with other government agencies and organizer representatives to attract more visitors. The image
of TCEB is moving to more positive way every year. It is bring more and more industries to the country.”
Peram, Mice Organization (PEO)
“I think TCEB is amazing. We have huge scale events in Thailand and can attract world-class event successfully
with the help of TCEB. TCEB has showed its key role in developing the management, which takes a long time of
planning. This year, we work pro-actively with TCEB. It has been a great year with TCEB supports. I think TCEB has
been working more pro-actively because it has learned from the experience last year. It has improved in term of
creation and development of events and adapted to international events. TCEB can help organizers develop how
events should be organized and access industry and exhibitors. With that, exhibitors come up with more attractive
events, resulting in more visitors and more income to the country. It is true that you cannot have an exhibition
without exhibitors.”
David, Mice Organization (PEO)
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“TCEB is the meeting agency working the most pro-actively. TCEB works well enough. However, enough is never
enough. We can always make it better. My humble recommendation is to develop better relationship with organizers
and look for some other things to never stop improving.”
Rosaline, Mice Organization (PEO)
Even though working process of TCEB is faster, there are still some delays like other government agencies in
the process of approval. It should be more flexible and work like a private organizer. In addition, there should be more
coordination with Tourism Authority of Thailand in order to act as the representative of the country.
“Working process of TCEB is a little faster, but it somehow is still functioning like a government agency. I want it to
be more flexible like a private organization. There are things that need approval and keep the working style of
government agency. Personally, I want it to be one single organization as Tourism Authority of Thailand, because
right now TCEB is not working with TAT like working with foreign customers.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
Financial Support
TCEB provides great financial supports. It supports every types of event, including MICE. It grants supports
for large event organizers to launch PR campaigns to attract more visitors. However, it should improve financial
management system to be more efficient.
“A good thing about TCEB is that it provides financial supports for the event with at least 100 visitors. Therefore, the
money is not focused only with large group. It helps every event of MICE.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“TCEB provides great financial support, but is not very proficient in management.”
David, Mice Organization (PEO)
“TCEB helps organizers in term of financial supports while organizers are making marketing campaign to attract
more visitors.”
Rosaline, Mice Organization (PEO)
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Country image and communication
TCEB is still lacking PR campaign to communicate and create good image of Thailand to the perspective of
foreigners. Although it is sponsored by the government, it should have more agents in other countries. Having
overseas agents really is really helpful. For example, TAT has 22 branches worldwide. With more overseas agent,
TCEB will be able to attract more visitors. The agent in America has received very good feedbacks. However, today
we only see the PR in Thailand. PR in Thailand is useless. It should use the money to PR outside of Thailand. Spending
like 100 or 200 million baht is worth because it results in good outcome. It is better to spend money effectively. This is
also a good way of creating connection in other countries.
“I think TCEB is responsible for MICE events, but it only launches PR campaigns in Thailand to create good image
from inside the country. With PR agents, I think PR campaigns could have been better. I think what TCEB lacks right
now is PR overseas. This is because most of the customers are from other countries. There should be more PR
agents. You can think that an email would work too or you can work Bangkok-based, because it is easy to control.
But in fact, if we have people onsite like TAT with 22 offices worldwide, we are going to have more marketing arms
like having a lot of fishermen catching more fish. TCEB agent in America has received very positive feedbacks. It
can help a lot of things. Having more agents is the thing I want TCEB to improve the most. Having agents is a way
of creating connection. I want it to use data from ICCA, because right now what is deficient is the sharing of
information.”
Pornthip, Mice Organization (DMC)
“TCEB receives government supports in every aspect, including budget to launch campaigns. One of the duties that
TCEB can do very pro-actively is to promote Thailand effectively with government supports.”
Rosaline, Mice Organization (PEO)
“A senior once said that it is useless to launch PR campaigns in Thailand. You should spend money for PR
overseas. Make it boom. Spend like 100-200 million for more effective impact. Make them know how great Thailand
is.”
Taloon, Other

